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This edition has a very special tribute to Harry Anderson from his friend Ben 
Robinson. I was a big fan of Harry and loved watching him on Night Court 
and even went as far as going through my 'Harry Anderson' phase growing 
up where I would wear a hat during my show. It was his influence that gave 
me my love for hats which I continue to wear today. He will be missed by 
all those that knew him personally as well as the millions who continue to 
watch his performances as an actor and magician on television and online.

One of the great things about editing VANISH is that I'm always on the look 
out for artists who I feel are unknown within the magic community but out 
there working and making a good name for themselves. Our feature story 
is of UK magician Maddox Dixon who has been the opening act for one of 
the largest bands on the planet, Cold Play.  I first became aware of Maddox 
and his story a year ago and have been watching him grow as a performer 
and magician. His background story as a working magician who went 
from a music career to magic is very inspiring for those that want to follow 
their passion and their dream. It's also a reminder how something can 
change the path you may be currently on. I am foreseeing a huge career 
for Maddox and it's an honor to be the first magazine to get his name out 
there to our community.

Jeff Hobson continues his series of interviews from The Illusionists Show 
and this month he talks to Kevin James. This is an interview everybody 
needs to watch. Kevin opens up about the rip-offs, his role in the show and 
even some new creations which sound incredible. While most of use are 
trying to cut back on props and carrying too much, Kevin is going in the 
opposite direction and thinking BIG. I can't wait to see the show myself 
when it finally makes it to Vancouver, BC.

Finally, congratulations to all the AMA winners and recipients. From all 
accounts it was an amazing night filled with glitz and glamor of showbiz. 
It would be nice to one day make it to LA to sit in the audience and watch 
the show and awards, and mix with everybody there. Time seems to always 
be against me as I continue to work on all the projects, performances and 
family activities - BUT - the plan is to make it there one day for the Awards 
night.

Paul Romhany

HARRY THE HAT 

FROM THE
EDITOR
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Limerick Magic Shop owner's 
vanishing act after 40 years

THE OWNER of the Magic Shop in Limerick, 
Ireland will hang up his magician’s cape for 
the last time, as he is set to close down the 
popular store after 40 years in business.

Paddy Clancy, aged 68, from Corbally, has 
started a closing down sale before he retires 
in June, much to the sadness of magicians, 
fancy-dress fans and the thousands who grew 
up with his gadgets.

The father-of-three and husband to Anne, 
Paddy said: “It’s coming to the end of an 
era—a magic era.”

“I always had an interest in magic and allied 
fields alike.

“I worked at Ferenka and that closed, which 
was a huge loss at the time. I got the idea of 
opening a magic shop, which was strange 
sounding to most people. But here I am 40 
years later.

Paddy said that renowned magician Keith 
Barry was one of the many fans of the Cecil 
Street and formerly Mallow Street store.

“Keith Barry used to call in when he was 
studying here, he would often call in on the 
way home.  The best memories were the 
initial years when I was always on the look-out 
for new products and trying to keep up to 
date.”

Come June, following his retirement, Paddy 
plans to kick back and relax.

Local magician Steve Spade paid tribute to 
Paddy: “Paddy was always a great support 
to me and my  magic career, any time I was 
passing I would drop in and show him what 
new effects or stunts I was working on.

“Paddy was always a gent and a fantastic 
magician.”

NEWS

Recently came across a write up in an Australian paper about this comedy duo 
who seem to be making a mark on the comedy circuit with their show GONE 
GIRLS.

is the laugh-a-minute double act from Dom & Dumber – aka award-winning magi-
cians and comedians Dom Chambers and Bayden Hammond. What marks this show 
as a cut above the rest is the way magic, comedy, pop culture references and an 
endearing narrative are woven together with ease.

Chambers and Hammond are clearly well acquainted with each other, both on a per-
sonal and comedic level. This shines through clearly throughout the performance. 
It's charming to watch the pair bounce off each other, and making each other laugh 
in the process. As a general rule, Chambers acts as the show's affable protagonist 
– he's got a natural comedic timing and does an exceptional job of guiding the nar-
rative throughout. Meanwhile, Hammond is an exceptional character actor. Through-
out the show, he switches up personas – ranging from a drunken Russian comrade 
to a sadistic incarnation of Jigsaw from the Saw franchise. The pair make for a great 
contrast – one grounded and incisive, the other hilariously larger than life. They're on 
a winning ticket, and it works throughout.

As for the magic, the pair are clearly very talented in this regard. Far from just spin-
ning a few parlour tricks, the magic that Dom & Dumber pull off is clever, impressive, 
and involves audience participation throughout. There are multiple moments that 
had the audience audibly gasping in disbelief. The fact that these magic tricks also 
propel the narrative forward – as opposed to just being integrated into the show as 
an afterthought – prove Dom & Dumber's creativity as writers.

Loaded with witty pop culture references and bursting at the seams with inventive 
turns, Gone Girl takes the best of an action movie, a buddy comedy and a magic 
show and embeds them all with Dom & Dumber's hilarious banter. An instantly lov-
able show that no doubt will go far

DOM & DUMBER 
COMEDY DUO
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ATTENTION ALL TEACHERS AND 
STUDENTS!!!! WIN THE IMPOSSIBLE 
SCIENCE LIVE SHOW FOR YOUR 
SCHOOL!!!! 
https://projectboard.engineering.com/

World Champion of Magic Jason Latimer 
and Engineering.com want to find out 
which school is doing the most to inspire 
curiosity in our classrooms in the USA and 
Canada! The winners? They will have Jason's 
Impossible Science LIVE stage show from 
San Diego, CA brought to their school! 
#BestAssemblyEver

All you have to do is follow the link below to 
Engineering.com's ProjectBoards let us know 
what you are doing in your classroom to 
promote Science, Technology, Engineering, 
and Mathematics!

Spread the word! 

Welcome to the Impossible Science Student 
Challenge!!!!!

For more details visit:

https://projectboard.engineering.com/

JASON LATIMER
STUDENT CHALLENGE

ProjectBoard Details

Who can compete?

Current Middle School & High school 
Students in USA & Canada

Important Dates

Submission deadline: June 30th, 2018

Judging: July 1st -15th, 2018

Announcements of finalists: July 15th, 2018

Interviews by Engineering.com: July 15 to 

ORSEN WELLS MAGIC LIVES ON
A MAGIC THEATRE SHOW IN FAIRFAX

As a fan of Orsen Wells I was excited to read 
this news about this theatre/magic show. 
Many know Orson Welles as an actor, oth-
ers as an auteur director, and still some as 
the radio legend who “panicked America” 
with his 1938 broadcast of  The War of the 
Worlds.  Relatively few, however, know him 

as an aspiring magician, yet it is this side 
of Welles which is presented in Orson the 
Magnificent:  The Magic of Orson Welles,  
the one-man combination theater- and-
magic show currently being performed 
by Lars Klores and hosted by the City of 
Fairfax Theatre Company at the Old Town 
Hall in Fairfax.

Unlike in a traditional play, audience par-
ticipation is broad, and the show delighted 
the young for its magic and the adults for 
their various memories of Orson Welles.  It 
is thus a show which can appeal to diverse 
generations, a rare thing in our day. Welles 
was also “Orson the Magniloquent” and 
had one of the most recognizable voices 
of twentieth-century America and thus 

performed narrations for everything from 
Shogun to a documentary on Nostradamus.

Orson the Magnificent:  The Magic of Orson 
Welles was written and directed by its star 
Mr. Klores, in consultation with a close 
friend of Welles.  Although it has been 
performed in many area venues, Mr. Klores 
commented that the City of Fairfax Theatre 
Company’s staging in the Old Town Hall 
was by far the best, and readers are urged 
to see this entertaining and informative 
show in its Fairfax incantation, which plays 
through May 6.  Further information on 
times, tickets, and prices may be found by 
visiting the website http://www.fairfaxcity-
theatre.org/orson-the-magnificent.html

July 31st, 2018

Winner Announced: July 31st, 2018

Magic Show First Prize: October - November 
2018

Prizes for Winners

The first Place Team will win a live Magic 
Show for their school by Jason Latimer, 
World Champion Magician and Curator of 
Impossible Science.

The First Place Team + 4 Finalists teams 
will receive an exclusive Interview and 
worldwide distribution by Engineering.com 
about their project.

https://youtu.be/mFH6eWeqKh0
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"I truly believe this is the best product 
that has ever been on the market for 

entertainers looking to increase sales." 
- Patrick Murphy, Murphys Magic Supplies May 2017

"The best review I can give is that I put some of
it into practice and got a major fundraising gig." 

- Paul Romhany, Vanish Magazine September 2017

EntertainersMarketingAcademy.com

http://www.magiclatex.com
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LOUIE FOXX 
AUTO MECHANIC’S 
RING FLITE

EFFECT: You borrow a ring and make it disappear!  It 
reappears in your back pocket attached to the key ring 
a key fob.   You give them their ring along with the key 
fob that it’s still attached to!

You can Watch a quick Demo video of the trick at: 
https://youtu.be/3oNibzAaCgA

THE GIMMICK:  To make the gimmick you’ll need to 
go shopping.  For some of the less common items I 
put a link to them on Amazon.  Here’s the shopping 
list:

Paper Key Fob: These are key fobs that are made out 
of paper.  http://amzn.to/2khxA67

Invisible sewing thread:  This is basically a very thin 
fishing line. http://amzn.to/2khCDn3

Block of wood:  Mine is 2.5 inches X 3 inches and half 
and inch thick.  

Reel:  This is an ID card / Badge reel. http://amzn.
to/2leuNZD

Hole punch: I use a leather hole punch (http://
amzn.to/2ldVjS4), which makes a smaller hole than a 
standard paper hole punch.   You could probably use a 
standard paper hole punch and get the same results. 

Wire cutter: Any wire cutter that will cleanly cut the key ring will 
do. 

Electrical Tape

Drill with 5mm and 35mm drill 
bits

Safety pin

Self adhesive felt:  This is felt with 
a sticky backing. http://amzn.
to/2le1EwT

BUILDING THE GIMMICK: You 
will drill a 35mm hole in the 
block of wood for the reel to sit 
in.  Then you will drill a 5mm at 
90 degrees from the large hole 
for the string of the reel to go 
through (fig. 1).

Tape the safety pin so the circle 
loop on the safety pin goes over 
the 5mm hole in the block for 
the string.  Put the reel in the big 
hole in the block of wood and 
run the string through the hole 
in the block and safety pin.  Tie a 
loop at the end of the string and 
tie a bunch of knots so the string 
can’t pull all the way through the 
safety pin (fig. 2).  

Wrap the block of wood with the 
self adhesive felt. 

Now to prepare the key fob, trim 
the key ring so that it overlaps 
itself by approx. 1 cm.  Bend one 
end so it flares out just a little 
bit.   On the opposite side of the 
hole for the keychain you will 
punch a second hold.  In this hole 
you will tie a loop of the invisible 
sewing thread, make sure you tie 
several knots to make it is secure.  
Slide the loop of invisible thread 
through the loop of the reel’s 
string.  Slip the key fob and chain 
through the loop of the invisible 
thread and pull it tight. 
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The finished unit should look like figure 3.  

Put the gimmick in your back right pocket 
and you are good to go!

THE ROUTINE:  Ask to borrow a finger 
ring.  As they are getting the finger ring, 
you steal the key ring and hold it in your 
right hand (fig. 4).  Put the finger ring over 
your index finger loading it onto the key 
ring (fig. 5).  Pretend to put the ring into 
your left fist, but really letting the ring slip 
off your finger.  When the ring is off your 
finger, the reel will take over and yank it 
under your coat, and to your back pocket, 
leaving both of your hands empty.  

Open your left hand to show that the ring 
has disappeared.  

Reach into your back pocket with your 
right hand and grab the key fob.  Break the 
invisible string as your pull it out of your 
pocket.  Show the audience the ring is on 
the key fob and you can now give them 
their ring back along with the key fob. 

Notes:  Ring Flight was popularized by 
Al Koran in his Flying Ring trick that 
was published in the book Al Koran’s 
Professional Presentations. 

 I’ve always loved the Ring Flight trick, 
however I never liked the key case. Most 
of the key cases look nothing like anything 

I’ve seen used in my lifetime to carry keys 
on.  Then came the ones that had the reel 
hidden in the key fobs, which is good, 
however they still used that funky “lobster” 
clip that the ring was stuck to.  I’ve always 
thought that the ring should be on the key 
ring, not on a clip on the key ring.  Tony 
Clark’s Presto Ring Flite is the only Ring 
Flight type trick that I’m aware of (there 
could more others) where the ring ends up 
on the key ring and not on a clip.  

You are using this at your own risk. 
Whenever you borrow an object from the 
audience there is risk of loss or damage to 
it.  Keep that in mind when performing this 
trick. 
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LOUIE FOXX 
AUTO MECHANIC’S 
RING FLITE

EFFECT: You borrow a ring and make it disappear!  It 
reappears in your back pocket attached to the key ring 
a key fob.   You give them their ring along with the key 
fob that it’s still attached to!

You can Watch a quick Demo video of the trick at: 
https://youtu.be/3oNibzAaCgA

THE GIMMICK:  To make the gimmick you’ll need to 
go shopping.  For some of the less common items I 
put a link to them on Amazon.  Here’s the shopping 
list:

Paper Key Fob: These are key fobs that are made out 
of paper.  http://amzn.to/2khxA67

Invisible sewing thread:  This is basically a very thin 
fishing line. http://amzn.to/2khCDn3

Block of wood:  Mine is 2.5 inches X 3 inches and half 
and inch thick.  

Reel:  This is an ID card / Badge reel. http://amzn.
to/2leuNZD

Hole punch: I use a leather hole punch (http://
amzn.to/2ldVjS4), which makes a smaller hole than a 
standard paper hole punch.   You could probably use a 
standard paper hole punch and get the same results. 

Wire cutter: Any wire cutter that will cleanly cut the key ring will 
do. 

Electrical Tape

Drill with 5mm and 35mm drill 
bits

Safety pin

Self adhesive felt:  This is felt with 
a sticky backing. http://amzn.
to/2le1EwT

BUILDING THE GIMMICK: You 
will drill a 35mm hole in the 
block of wood for the reel to sit 
in.  Then you will drill a 5mm at 
90 degrees from the large hole 
for the string of the reel to go 
through (fig. 1).

Tape the safety pin so the circle 
loop on the safety pin goes over 
the 5mm hole in the block for 
the string.  Put the reel in the big 
hole in the block of wood and 
run the string through the hole 
in the block and safety pin.  Tie a 
loop at the end of the string and 
tie a bunch of knots so the string 
can’t pull all the way through the 
safety pin (fig. 2).  

Wrap the block of wood with the 
self adhesive felt. 

Now to prepare the key fob, trim 
the key ring so that it overlaps 
itself by approx. 1 cm.  Bend one 
end so it flares out just a little 
bit.   On the opposite side of the 
hole for the keychain you will 
punch a second hold.  In this hole 
you will tie a loop of the invisible 
sewing thread, make sure you tie 
several knots to make it is secure.  
Slide the loop of invisible thread 
through the loop of the reel’s 
string.  Slip the key fob and chain 
through the loop of the invisible 
thread and pull it tight. 
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The finished unit should look like figure 3.  

Put the gimmick in your back right pocket 
and you are good to go!

THE ROUTINE:  Ask to borrow a finger 
ring.  As they are getting the finger ring, 
you steal the key ring and hold it in your 
right hand (fig. 4).  Put the finger ring over 
your index finger loading it onto the key 
ring (fig. 5).  Pretend to put the ring into 
your left fist, but really letting the ring slip 
off your finger.  When the ring is off your 
finger, the reel will take over and yank it 
under your coat, and to your back pocket, 
leaving both of your hands empty.  

Open your left hand to show that the ring 
has disappeared.  

Reach into your back pocket with your 
right hand and grab the key fob.  Break the 
invisible string as your pull it out of your 
pocket.  Show the audience the ring is on 
the key fob and you can now give them 
their ring back along with the key fob. 

Notes:  Ring Flight was popularized by 
Al Koran in his Flying Ring trick that 
was published in the book Al Koran’s 
Professional Presentations. 

 I’ve always loved the Ring Flight trick, 
however I never liked the key case. Most 
of the key cases look nothing like anything 

I’ve seen used in my lifetime to carry keys 
on.  Then came the ones that had the reel 
hidden in the key fobs, which is good, 
however they still used that funky “lobster” 
clip that the ring was stuck to.  I’ve always 
thought that the ring should be on the key 
ring, not on a clip on the key ring.  Tony 
Clark’s Presto Ring Flite is the only Ring 
Flight type trick that I’m aware of (there 
could more others) where the ring ends up 
on the key ring and not on a clip.  

You are using this at your own risk. 
Whenever you borrow an object from the 
audience there is risk of loss or damage to 
it.  Keep that in mind when performing this 
trick. 



The magician pulls out a deck of cards and 
shuffles them, but says that this isn't an 
ordinary deck of cards, so he can't show them 
just yet. He hands the deck to the spectator 
and says "Do me a favour and start dealing 
cards, just right there in a little pile, and any time 
you want, you can stop and shuffle the cards, 
and start dealing some more." The spectator 
does this some more, and the magician add 
"If you want, you can shuffle once more and 
deal a few more off. Whenever you like, just 
hand me the cards you've not dealt off and we'll 
keep going." The spectator obliges, and soon 
they hand their cards to the magician, who 
sets them aside.

"Ok, so you've dealt off all these cards from a 
deck you've shuffled. Now, you've got another 
choice to make. Pick them up, please deal them 
into two piles." The spectator obliges. "Alright, 
now place your finger on top of one of the piles 
and draw that card towards yourself, but don't 
look at it." They do. "Would you like to change 
your mind?" The spectator doesn't.

"Let's look at what happened here. You had 
this deck of cards that you were shuffling and 
dealing from, and you chose not to deal any of 

DECK
THE O/X

these cards. Correct?" The magician turns over 
the cards, shows that each one has an 'X' 
drawn on the face, and leaves them in a big 
pile face-up in the center of the table.

"Now, you had your choice of which card to 
choose here, right? And you didn't choose this 
one." That card is turned face up, and it's 
another 'X'. The magician places it on the pile 
of cards, and immediately shows that every 
other card in that pile also has an 'X' on it, 
before dumping those on the pile as well.

"And of course there were the cards under this 
one, and if the cards you'd chosen had been 
fewer in number, you might have ended up 
with one of them, correct?" He turns the top 
card of that packet face-up, and it's another 
'X'. The magician dumps it on the pile, and 
shows that the rest are all 'X' cards as well.

"Now, you made all the choices, and I didn't 
touch anything before you chose that card, 
correct?" The spectator agrees. "Please turn 
over the card." The spectator does, and on 
the face of their card is a giant green 'O'.

You'll be ruining a deck of cards for this one. 

Choose two low spot cards (5 or 6 of 
Diamonds, for instance), and draw an 
'O' on them using a green permanent 
marker. Draw an 'X' on the face of 
every other card using a red or black 
permanent marker. Start the trick with 
both 'O' cards on top of the deck, false 
shuffling to keep them there.

Start the instructions, saying what's in 
the script, but delay telling them that 
they can shuffle the cards until they've 
already dealt off the two 'O' cards onto 
the table. This will ensure that the 
bottom two cards are 'O' cards, with a 
bunch of 'X' cards on top of them.

Continue as the trick description 
suggests, and this will put the two 'O' 
cards on the top of two different piles. 
They will drag one of those two 'O' cards 
towards themselves.

There are three piles on the table. One is 
the initial discard pile, one is the pile with 
the other 'O' on it, and one is the pile that 
they dragged their 'O' card from. Follow 
the script talking about all the different 
cards they could have taken, but didn't. 
Take the discard pile and show it's all 'X's, 
leaving a big face-up pile in the center. 
Take the second pile with the other 
'O' card, do a double lift and show it's 
apparently an X card, and as you place 
it face-up on the face-up pile on the 
table with the right hand, immediately 
turn over the rest of the packet with the 
left hand and show they're all 'X' cards, 
dealing them on top of the face-up 
double. This should cover any possible 
spread of the two cards. Finally, show 
the last pile in a similar way, do a double 
turnover action, but handle it loosely like 
a single, placing it down face-up, before 
dumping all the other 'X' cards face-up as 
well. Finally, bring attention to their own 
card, which they turn over, showing the 
'O' and concluding the trick.

This is a variation of Daryl's "Untouched'', 
which itself appears to have roots in the 
work of Al Leech and Tony Faro.

ANDREW MUSGRAVE
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Mind Washer
by Chris Philpott

The performer invites someone on stage 
and says, “One of the classic effects we 
magicians perform is transformation: one 
card turns into another, a red silk turns into 
a blue silk or a woman turns into a tiger.  (If 
your volunteer is a woman turn to her and 
say) I’m not going to do that one.  But all 
these transformations have one thing in 
common: they happen (gesturing to the 
room) “out there”.  I want to do it (pointing 
to her head) in here.  I am going to attempt 
to transform one of your thoughts, one of 
your memories under test conditions.  My I 
borrow your cell phone?”

She gives him her phone and he sets it aside 
for the moment. 

“The memory we’ll be dealing with is nothing 
from your past -- unless there’s a particularly 
bad date you want me to erase.  No, better to 
make the memory right now.  Everyone please, 
total silence.”

The performer takes from his pocket a small 
metal washer and a postcard-sized piece of 
paper which reads, “I am holding a washer.”  
He shows them to the audience and the 
volunteer.  

“Please answer the following questions with 
only a yes or no.  Do you know what this is?”  
The spectator says yes.  “You can see it.  
(Tapping the washer on the table) you can 
hear it.  (Placing it in her hand). And you can 
feel it?”

“Yes.”

“And you can remember it.”

“Yes.”

“Please hold it in your hand, open and facing 
outward so I can get a picture of it. And hold 
this card in your other hand.”  He hands her 
the card reading “I am holding a washer.”   
“Are the words written on this card true?”  Yes.  
The performer takes a picture of her holding 
the washer in one hand and the card in the 

other.  The Performer invites anyone else to 
take pictures.

“Please close this hand.”  The spectator closes 
his hand over the washer.  “And please pass 
me the card.  I ask you to do only two things: 
keep your hand closed and remember what is 
in your hand.  Can you do that?”  Yes.

“Now I will attempt to transform your memory.  
First, I will wash away your thought.  Wash it 
away like an image of a forgotten dream.  The 
more you try to hang onto it, the more the 
memory of what is in your hand is washed 
away.  But I’ll give you something in return.  
The going rate is a penny for your thoughts, 
but because I’m in a particularly generous 
mood, I’ll give you a nickel.  A nickel for a 
thought you were trying to hang onto.  A nick-
el for the thought that was washed away.  Tell 
me, without looking, what is in your hand?”

“A nickel.”

“Are you sure?”

“Yes.”

“And what was written on the card you were 
holding?”

“I am holding a nickel.”  

“Don’t open your hand yet.”  The performer 
turns to the audience.  “Is her memory cor-
rect?”  No.  “What is in her hand?”

“A washer.”

“What was written on the card?”

“I am holding a washer.”

The performer shows the card the spectator 
held.  “What does this say?”  “I am holding a 
washer.”  “If I told you this was the very card 
you were holding before, would you believe 
me?”  By this time, the volunteer may not be 
sure.  

The performer gestures to the woman’s 
hand with a “see for yourself” look.  She 
opens her hand -- it is a washer.  It was al-
ways a washer, though the volunteer insists 
otherwise.  The performer hands her back 
her phone.

“Take a look at the photo I took of you.”  She 
does and can’t believe her eyes: she is hold-
ing a washer and a card that reads, “I am 
holding a washer”.

“Ladies and gentlemen, the transformation 
of a thought within the human mind.  Thank 
you.”

I think this is a strong effect and demon-
strates how the 100th Monkey Principle can 
be combined with other effects in a way 
that makes each more powerful.  Though 
I’ve written it for the stage, it can also be 
done close up for just one or two people.  
If you’d like the 100th Monkey cards to 
perform this and the video instructions, just 
email me at chris@magicaonline.com with 
the subject line Vanish. I’ll email you a link 
for free (just give us 24 hours, please -- we’re 
old school.)

Emails will be selected at Noon on May 31st, 2018 - Sign Up Today!
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Jeff christensen

When I first started doing school 
performances I was often booked 
to perform a reading show for the 

K-3s.  As my exploration into using magic in 
an educational context continued there were 
a couple of factors that led me to develop 
curriculum materials involving magic.  The 
obvious reason was to add to my bookings 
and to create another marketable product 
that I could use with older students.  This was 
true but a more pressing reason had to do 
with my arrival at a new middle school.  When 
I arrived at this school I was expected to 
teach grade 8 science.  Strangely enough the 
school didn’t seem to have any resources or 
at least any that I could find.  So out of both 

interest and necessity I created a series of 
magic related activities that involved scientific 
principles.  I called these What’s Inside and in 
this article I’d like to share one of them with 
you.  It’s really a very simple process that will 
get students and kids excited about solving a 
mystery.  A nice thing about this demo is that 
the way this is structured helps ensure that 
the magic secret remains just that…a secret.

 Start by having the students at their desks 
with something to write with and something 
to write on.  I would then encourage them to 
take notes of what they would be observing.  
They would also be instructed to remain 
completely quiet during the demonstration 

"Magic doesn’t happen in the hands of the 
magician, but in the minds of the audience 
members.”  
   Brother John Hamman

    

IS 
MAGIC

EDUCATION
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“I like the idea of two reasons, as this 
requires the student become creative 

as they try to explain the mystery of the 
returning liquid.  I’ve been doing this 
activity for over 20 years and it always 

gets a great reaction." 

so that they didn’t interfere with anyone’s ability to make 
careful observations.  There would be plenty of opportunity 
later for them to share their thinking about what happened.  I 
would begin the process by sharing basic facts like the date, 
time, location and the name of the person presenting the 
demonstration (me).  I would do this as an out loud thinking 
kind of thing to no one in particular.  I’d say things like “That 
seems rather important…I might write that down.”  This out 
loud thinking process helps students to understand things 
in the lesson that will be important.  The students would 
then be told the materials used in the demonstration and 
again this would be out loud with a slightly subtler reminder 
that this information might be important to them.  By doing 
this you focus the student attention on carefully recording 
as much data as they can.  They should be encouraged to 
not talk to each other.  Letting them talk will distract from 
the demonstration and will also potentially limit the thinking 
of others.  Later students can have the opportunity to 
collaborate and share their observations and initial thoughts 
with each other.

At this point you may be wondering what would be 
demonstrated?  A Lota Bowl.  The demo would look like 
you pouring out the water and saying “A clear liquid…that’s 
approximately 200ml.” Simply empty out the Lota Bowl into 
the graduated cylinder and measure.  The process would 
be repeated with each pour as well as a running total of the 
volume of liquid.  Between each pours you simply share the 

information noted as you wait for the Lota Bowl to refill.   I like 
to hesitate and make each pour a big moment. Usually by the 
3rd or 4th pour the students are beside themselves about 
what is happening.  After about 5 or 6 pours I end the demo 
by giving the finish time.  The students are then tasked with 
coming up with a written report explaining what happened, 
what they saw and at least two reasons explaining why the 
liquid seemed to vanish and then refill itself and come back 
again.  In addition to the writing the students are instructed 
to complete scientific drawings, which would match their 
written explanation.  

I like the idea of two reasons, as this requires the student 
become creative as they try to explain the mystery of the 
returning liquid.  I’ve been doing this activity for over 20 
years and it always gets a great reaction.  Over that time I’ve 
done the demo countless times and have never revealed the 
secret.  To reveal the secret, even for educational purposes, 
is very tricky.  Its probably not good for magic and as well the 

Larry Hass
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the way this is structured helps ensure that 
the magic secret remains just that…a secret.

 Start by having the students at their desks 
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to write on.  I would then encourage them to 
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They would also be instructed to remain 
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"Magic doesn’t happen in the hands of the 
magician, but in the minds of the audience 
members.”  
   Brother John Hamman
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“I like the idea of two reasons, as this 
requires the student become creative 

as they try to explain the mystery of the 
returning liquid.  I’ve been doing this 
activity for over 20 years and it always 

gets a great reaction." 
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information noted as you wait for the Lota Bowl to refill.   I like 
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I like the idea of two reasons, as this requires the student 
become creative as they try to explain the mystery of the 
returning liquid.  I’ve been doing this activity for over 20 
years and it always gets a great reaction.  Over that time I’ve 
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is very tricky.  Its probably not good for magic and as well the 

Larry Hass
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educational value is muted.  As soon 
as I tell the students an answer all 
other answers immediately become 
wrong.  Coming up with additional 
ideas only strengthens student 
thinking as they can often tell you the 
reasons for and against their own 
thinking. 

The activity is simple but a competent 
teacher can find a number of lessons 
to teach as a result.  Writing lab type 
reports, communicating scientifically, 
making inferences, the difference 
between quantitative and qualitative 
data, scientific drawings and so much 
more.   That’s a lot of curriculum 
from a very simple magic demo.  One 
suggestion is to video tape the demo 
as you’ll often have someone away 
and then will be asked to repeat the 
trick.  

For this demo you will need a 
plastic container for potential water 
overflow, a graduated cylinder and a 
Lota Bowl.  I prefer the ceramic one’s 
but I’m not sure how easy they are 
to find these days.  Martin Breese 
International makes some really 
lovely ceramic Lota Bowls but I note 
on their website that they are sold 
out.  If you want to be added to their 
waiting list you can go to:

https://www.martinbreese.com/
trickpages/lota.htm

The last suggestion that I have is that 
you “seed” some additional water in 
the overflow container.  I often use 
an empty ice cream tub for this.  Add 
about 500-750ml of water before you 
begin the demo.  This way at the end 
you can pour all of the water back 
into the graduated cylinder and of 
course the volume of liquid will seem 
to have exceed the volume of the 
container.   Try out this activity/lesson 
in a classroom nearby and have fun.  In 
my next article I’ll share some thoughts 
on school shows and how to ensure 
you have more success and school 
satisfaction.  

Remember… Magic is Education!

three jaw-dropping 
moments of magic!

- easy reset
- multiple kickers
- awesome killer ending

A SELF-WORKING POWERHOUSE
OF PLAYING CARD MENTALISM

http://www.magicnewzealand.com
http://www.VanishMagazine.com
https://www.martinbreese.com/trickpages/lota.htm
https://www.martinbreese.com/trickpages/lota.htm
https://www.martinbreese.com/
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FAR
FROM
NEAR AND

BY CHRIS PHILPOTT

My start in magic was relentlessly 
ordinary. I fell in love with it in my 
early teens, and did the same effects 

everyone else did back then: packet tricks, the 
floating cane, scotch and soda, and performed 
at the same places everyone else did: the local 
IBM, Saturdays working at a magic shop, kids’ 
birthday parties.  I had the same flirtation with 
pursuing a magic career before heading off to 
university.

But then I took a different path than most: I fell 
out of love with magic.  Hard.  If it was on TV, 
I turned the channel, if I visited Vegas, I didn’t 
go to see a single magic show.  

My passion was the movies now. I spent 
the next several decades studying my craft, 
building a film and TV career, wrote and 
directed three feature films and moved with 
my family to LA.  It never once occurred to me 
that this was the home of the Mecca of my 
teenage years, The Magic Castle.  That wasn’t 
me anymore.

But of course, magic, like herpes, never really 
goes away.

Magic, sneaky art form that it is, slipped back 

into my life with some misdirection.  One day, 
I was killing time before a pitch meeting when 
I looked in a store and saw a signed picture of 
my favorite filmmaker, Orson Welles.  I went 
into the shop: it was Hollywood Magic.  It was 
the first time I had set foot in a magic shop 
since I worked in one 25 years earlier.  Then 
someone gave me a pass to The Magic Castle.  
That was all it took.

My return to magic was bittersweet: it was 
great to feel that old passion again, but on the 
other hand, I’d lost 25 years exiled from magic 
and I felt I could never catch up: the time had 
long since come and gone where I could have 
made any meaningful contribution to the art.  
I’d just watch from the sidelines and enjoy it.

But I couldn’t.  All the new ideas that had 
evolved in magic over those years hit me like 
the seventh fleet on a tsunami.  I wanted to try 
my hand at magic again, not as a performer 
but something more in my comfort zone as 
a behind-the-camera guy: a magic creator.  
My first release, a love poetry book test 
called Incandescence, came about because 
somebody showed me a book test and I 
was appalled by how bad the writing was – I 
vowed to create a book test that was actually 
readable.  In retrospect this might be the most 

ridiculous reason to create an effect ever.  Still, 
it’s a good trick mainly because it does two 
things well: it adds an emotional content to 
the standard book test and subtleties that 
make it seem more like real mind reading.

With a few more releases my effects started to 
earn accolades and get performed on TV.  No 
one was more surprised than I was.  When you 
reach middle age you think you have a pretty 
good idea of who you are and what you can 
do.  I think we all must have untapped talents 
– I was just lucky enough to stumble onto 
mine.

**** 

In his autobiography, Nobel-prize winning 
physicist Richard Feynman tells the story of 
one of his high school teachers who would 
give him obscure math books to get him to 
shut up in class and so Feynman learned some 
unusual ways of solving problems. 

“The result was, when the guys at MIT or 
Princeton had trouble doing a certain integral, 
it was because they couldn’t do it with the 
standard methods. Then I come along and 
try differentiating under the integral sign, 
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and often it worked. So I got a great reputation, only 
because my box of tools was different from everybody 
else’s.”

As I fell deeper into magic, I began to realize that my 
time away from magic in film and TV was not wasted: I 
had just assembled a different tool box.

Every book on screenwriting contains the lesson, “show 
don’t tell”.  No screenwriter is going to have someone 
walk down the street saying, “I’m walking down the 
street.”  And yet how many magicians have you seen 
who’ve accompanied dealing out four aces with the 
words, “I deal out the four aces”?

Every screenwriter learns to “raise the stakes” -- to throw 
huge obstacles in front of your hero, to put them 
through hell to create a satisfying victory at the end.  
Screenwriters search for ways to wring the maximum 
drama (or comedy, or suspense) from a scene.  We 
think about how to construct a story, as opposed to 
just a collection of scenes.  We struggle to make our 
characters interesting, relatable and flawed.  We think 
about the meanings inherent in our images and use 
them to our advantage as a powerful way to evoke 
emotion.  Magicians tend not to think in these terms 
but the screenwriter’s tool box is great for elevating 
magic. 

SCUBA DIVERS AND 
SURFERS ARE SOME OF THE 

STRONGEST ADVOCATES 
OF OCEAN CONSERVATION 

BECAUSE THEY'VE SPENT 
TIME IN AND AROUND 

THE OCEAN, AND THEY'VE 
PERSONALLY SEEN THE 

BEAUTY, THE FRAGILITY, AND 
EVEN THE DEGRADATION OF 
OUR PLANET'S BLUE HEART.

“
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Even my ignorance, born of 25 years in 
magic exile, proved to be an asset. I wasn’t 
overburdened with knowledge of all the 
many variations of all the myriad tricks.  I 
didn’t have a sense of “this is the way it’s 
done.”  I was quite happy to go off half-
cocked in all directions.  

One of the things that began to fascinate 
me was readings.  They seemed to create 
an arena for a very intimate form of 
communication between performer and 
spectator, which I loved.  But I hated having 
to buy into a mystical belief system and had 
no interest in memorizing things like the 
traditional meaning of star signs, Tarot or 
palmistry.  I wanted to base readings on real 
psychology and to embrace the magic of it 
by combining a reading with an effect.  This 
lead to my first book, Intimate Mysteries.  

When I showed the first draft to a friend 
who is prominent in the readings world, he 
lambasted the book and said, “You really 
don’t understand readings at all.”  He was 
probably right.  But what I did understand 
was what I wanted readings to be, so 
after licking my wounds, I released it and 
fortunately it found an audience (especially 
the effect “All Tied Up” which I recently 
released as a download: http://www.
magicaonline.com/all_tied_up.htm ).

Another thing screenwriting teaches you is 
the value of research and taking the time 
to work through a project.  That proved 
incredibly useful as well.

A few years ago, every evening when my 
wife Bree came home from work, she’d find 
every book shelf in the house covered with 
funny-looking printed cards with words on 
them.  I would be running back and forth, 
looking at them close up, then far away, 
making notes on each different “formula” and 
asking “How’s this one look?”  This lasted for 
months and Bree was infinitely patient with 
me. The year before I had had a big movie 
come crashing down a few months before 
principal photography and it devastated me.  
Bree didn’t want me to focus so completely 
on my screenwriting career so she pushed 
me to get a hobby.  I’m not sure she thought 
this was much healthier but at least I seemed 
to be having fun.

The 100th Monkey proved very popular, 
especially after David and Leeman 
performed it on America’s Got Talent and the 
video went viral (I’m very happy that there 
are no shots of me standing just off stage 
biting my fingernails).  

It also had an unintended consequence: 
after writing and coming up with effects 
for David and Leeman that season, I started 

getting magicians hiring me as a writer-
creator, both for stage and TV.  It’s kind of a 
dream job for me.  Right now, I’m working 
on a number of shows.  I wrote a séance for 
Michael Rangel and The Mystic Museum in 
Burbank which will be premiering this fall in 
which I tried to apply everything I’ve learned 
as a screenwriter to a form which is too often 
just a meandering collection of spooky tricks.  
I’m also in the thick of writing and directing 
a show for Mike Elizalde (who owns Spectral 
Motion, which has done special effects for 
such projects as Hell Boy, Stranger Things 
and Lost in Space).  If you want to see a close 
up show unlike any you’ve seen before, get 
yourself down to L.A. in November when it 
premieres at The Magic Castle. 

And I still keep playing around with the 
100th Monkey Principle.  I know a lot of 
magicians think of it as “that trick where you 
take away someone’s ability to read”.  But 
on a more basic level, it really just switches 
one word for another, the way a double lift 
allows you to switch one card for another.  
And so like a double lift, this has incredible 
potential to allow you to perform a vast 
range of effects.  I set out to explore the 
scope of possibilities with the principle with 
my most recent, biggest (24 effects on 3 
DVDs) and happily best-reviewed release to 
date: Pantheon which applies the principle 
to classic mentalist plots.  
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FOR BEAUTIFUL 
EYES, LOOK FOR THE 

GOOD IN OTHERS; 
FOR BEAUTIFUL 

LIPS, SPEAK 
ONLY WORDS OF 
KINDNESS; AND 

FOR POISE, 
WALK WITH THE 

KNOWLEDGE 
THAT YOU ARE 
NEVER ALONE.

“

Let me share three examples.  I’m just going to spill the 
methods here to give you an idea of the versatility of the 
principle.  

First, Mental Epic, the popular effect where you ask your 
audience to create a movie (or dream vacation, or dream 
date, etc.) and it turns out you predicted all their choices in 
advance.  I started by asking myself, “What’s the best thing 
about this effect?”  For me, it’s that you’re predicting not 
just random disparate items, but parts of a cohesive whole 
and this creates a lovely sense of communal energy in your 
audience.  It’s got a perfect little three-act structure (which we 
screenwriters are obsessed with).  

And what’s the worst thing about Mental Epic?  To me the 
answer’s obvious: that stupid six-compartmented board you 
write all the information on. What the hell is that?  Where 
the hell does that board exist in any reality outside of magic 
shows?  Its very strangeness invites suspicion – the audience 
may not know what you do, but they probably guess it has 
something to do with that board.  And they’re not wrong.  

What would the ideal version of Mental Epic be?  To me, 
you’d write your prediction on a piece of card or white board 
and cover it with a piece of paper that is clearly labeled 
with what that prediction is.  So for the “Let’s make a movie” 
version, you’d first predict the title, cover your prediction with 
a card labeled “Title” then put it down and never touch the 
prediction again!  The same with the next choice: the two 
lead actors (“Leads”) and finally the total budget (“Total”).  
Then you’d have someone from the audience come up 
and pick up the predictions one at a time – and they are all 
correct!

So let’s start with three small white boards (or pieces of card 
stock) which are ungimmicked.  As with other versions, when 
you say you are writing down the Title you actually write 
down the budget (a number you will force later).  So far, so 
fair...

Enter the monkeys.  The piece of paper you cover your 
prediction with is a gimmicked monkey card: as you show 
it to your audience, it appears to say Title, but later, when 
someone comes on stage to read your predictions he will 
read the word Total.  Similarly, the label that reads Leads from 
a distance will become Title and what the audience sees as 
Total will become Leads – each word morphs into the next in 
the cycle and the predictions switch themselves!  (There are 
many other Mental Epic plots on Pantheon).

For “Bank Night” (or many other tricks with envelopes) once 
you have your spectator(s) on stage, you show the audience 
five envelopes labeled “Envelope 1,” Envelope 2,” etc.  But you 
can force any spectator to choose any envelope you want.  
The ploy here is that while the envelopes show Envelope 1, 
2, 3, 4 and 5 printed from afar, they all read “Envelope #” close 
up, allowing you to nail write in any number on any envelope 
chosen for a super clean handling.  I think this can be a hugely 
helpful utility.

Another thing I take from screenwriting is a dislike for process: 
there should be a clear and logical reason for everything you 
do on stage.  This is why I’m particularly excited about the 
section on forcing posters on Pantheon.  
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DVDs) and happily best-reviewed release to 
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Let me share three examples.  I’m just going to spill the 
methods here to give you an idea of the versatility of the 
principle.  
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And what’s the worst thing about Mental Epic?  To me the 
answer’s obvious: that stupid six-compartmented board you 
write all the information on. What the hell is that?  Where 
the hell does that board exist in any reality outside of magic 
shows?  Its very strangeness invites suspicion – the audience 
may not know what you do, but they probably guess it has 
something to do with that board.  And they’re not wrong.  

What would the ideal version of Mental Epic be?  To me, 
you’d write your prediction on a piece of card or white board 
and cover it with a piece of paper that is clearly labeled 
with what that prediction is.  So for the “Let’s make a movie” 
version, you’d first predict the title, cover your prediction with 
a card labeled “Title” then put it down and never touch the 
prediction again!  The same with the next choice: the two 
lead actors (“Leads”) and finally the total budget (“Total”).  
Then you’d have someone from the audience come up 
and pick up the predictions one at a time – and they are all 
correct!

So let’s start with three small white boards (or pieces of card 
stock) which are ungimmicked.  As with other versions, when 
you say you are writing down the Title you actually write 
down the budget (a number you will force later).  So far, so 
fair...

Enter the monkeys.  The piece of paper you cover your 
prediction with is a gimmicked monkey card: as you show 
it to your audience, it appears to say Title, but later, when 
someone comes on stage to read your predictions he will 
read the word Total.  Similarly, the label that reads Leads from 
a distance will become Title and what the audience sees as 
Total will become Leads – each word morphs into the next in 
the cycle and the predictions switch themselves!  (There are 
many other Mental Epic plots on Pantheon).

For “Bank Night” (or many other tricks with envelopes) once 
you have your spectator(s) on stage, you show the audience 
five envelopes labeled “Envelope 1,” Envelope 2,” etc.  But you 
can force any spectator to choose any envelope you want.  
The ploy here is that while the envelopes show Envelope 1, 
2, 3, 4 and 5 printed from afar, they all read “Envelope #” close 
up, allowing you to nail write in any number on any envelope 
chosen for a super clean handling.  I think this can be a hugely 
helpful utility.

Another thing I take from screenwriting is a dislike for process: 
there should be a clear and logical reason for everything you 
do on stage.  This is why I’m particularly excited about the 
section on forcing posters on Pantheon.  
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Let’s say you want someone to think of a celebrity (say, for the 
Celebrity Baby Gag).  What could be cleaner than asking them to look 
at a poster which lists almost 50 different famous people and ask them 
to think of any one?  And yes, you have forced one person (since this 
includes methodology by Max Maven and Finn Jon, I’m not going to 
tip it here).

  

But I will tell all with another forcing poster: it lists 44 cities from six 
continents all over the globe.  The spectator thinks of any city and 
without a single question you stab a large map of the earth and lo and 
behold, you’ve stabbed right next to the city they thought of!  

The secret here is that viewed from a distance, the audience sees cities 
from all over the world, but close up, the spectator (who is rushed 
a bit) can see only a cycle of eight cities --  Hamburg, Amsterdam, 
Bremen, Cologne, Essen, Bonn, Frankfurt and Brussels -- and those 
cities just happen to be really close together!  I took a lot of care 
putting this together because finding the right words to morph into 
each other is not easy (so from a distance Hamburg morphs into cities 
like Houston, Managua and Halifax and Cologne morphs to Chicago, 
Calgary, Chengdu, Caracas and Okinawa.)   So we have a miracle 
thanks to the 100th Monkey and the average person’s poor knowledge 
of geography.  

So there are three of the 24 odd (some very odd) effects on Pantheon.  
I feel like I’ve really explored possibilities of the principle with this one, 
so for the next while will be concentrating on other effects.  

But before I do, I’ve got one more cool idea to share.  This one could 
have been in the chapter on Memory Erasure effects but alas, I just 
came up with it, so I’m going to include it free here.  Since you’ll need 
some specially-made 100th Monkey cards to do it, I’ve put those cards 
(which you can print at home) and video instruction in a dropbox. 
Email me at chris@magicaonline.com with the subject line “Vanish” and 
I’ll send you the link.  There is one other piece of gimmickry needed for 
this effect which you may have already, but in any event it is available 
at magic retailers for five or ten dollars.
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WHAT TO DO 
WHEN WHAT 
YOU DO 
TURNS TO 
DO DO

BY STEVE VALENTINE

Steve is founder of MAGICONTHEGO.COM, the worldwide 
Magic Online database, learning center and global online 
community.

It’s happened to us all, in the middle of a great show 
and disaster strikes.  The number of things that can 
go wrong in a magic routine are terrifying.  So what 
do you do when it happens?  I’ve complied a list of 
20 fixes, examples and ideas to get you ready for the 
inevitable. Culled from lessons on the very subject on 
my Magic On The Go site.

1

13 TIPS 
FOR WHEN 
YOU MESS 
UP ....

Lorem ipsum dolor. Sit amet 
sesame snaps dragée I love 
fruitcake. Ginger sesame snaps 
gingerbread liquorice I love. 
Lollipop I love danish liquorice 
lollipping. Lollipop I love danish 
liquorice lollipop bonbon.

WHAT IF?
When you practice a trick, imagine 
a total disaster… the thread breaks, 
you found the wrong card, the 
stacked deck is dropped by the 
spectator, the reel jams, the ring isn’t 
on the clip… the dove is dead… okay, 
got a bit dark there but these things 
have happened.  NOW list five ways 
of getting out of each situation.  
It’s academic and dry, chances are 
they wont even be do-able on the 
night as circumstances will always 
be different BUT this gets the mind 
thinking. WHAT IF?

MEMORY FAILS YOU

The dreaded MIND THAT WENT 
BLANK. You’re performing your 
favorite routine, and suddenly you 
have no idea what comes next… this 
happens if you do many shows in a 
row. What do you do?  Do you have 
a way to recover?  Think about it, I 
have a way out, but that comes later.  

2

3 GOOD NEWS

You have an incredible weapon. 
Remember,  they - the audience 
-  don’t know what’s coming next.  
They don’t trust anything a magician 
does or says anyway, you screw up? 
Sure… but to them it could be part 
of the trick, another damn sucker 
trick.  Don’t disappoint them.
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5

7DON’T GET FLUSTERED 
OR ANGRY, IT SHOWS 
WEAKNESS

OWNING UP

SCRIPTING IS 
EVERYTHING

9 ‘BUT I HAVE NO IDEA 
WHAT COULD GO 
WRONG’

6
INVISIBLE DECK

Really? Okay, so ask a loved one, or 
better, someone who really hates you, to 
sabotage your rehearsal (you do rehearse 
right?) You will be genuinely surprised at 
what goes wrong… and have to get out of 
that, IN REAL TIME.  This is actually a lot 
of fun. You’re welcome.

Own it - if you rise above with 
humor, humanity and class, they 
will love you all the more.  I had a 
suitcase table fall apart LITERALLY 
on stage in the middle of a show, as 
I was trying to put the table back 
together I went on a rant about 
how THIS is why I like sleight of 
hand over prop magic. When, after 
much struggling (some of which I 
exaggerated as it was getting laughs 
and looked ridiculous) I finally put 
the prop back together and showed 
them what I meant to do with the 
damn thing, I acted triumphant, and 
NO ONE, I mean NO ONE knew if 
this was a part of the show or not.  
Get angry, show weakness and the 
crowd will jump on you like a pack 
of wild hyenas. You will never get 
their respect back.

Is a powerful tool. At Magic Live I 
left the tic tac box, the finale prop 
to my entire close up show, in the 
dressing room, which was out of the 
theatre and across the hall.  Sure I 
could do something else with the 
signed card, but I REALLY wanted 
the card to end up in the tic tac box.  
So I told the person at the table to 
entertain the crowd and I’d be right 
back.  Having a radio mic meant 
the whole crowd could hear every 
moment of my journey.  I ran back, 
got the box, the whole time keeping 
a running commentary, and then 
just as jumped back on stage a line 
came to me, I reached the table, 
acted exhausted and said, “I had 
to go to all the way to my bloody 
room!”  Doesn’t read funny, but in 
that moment, it was a great kicker. 
This is what I mean by owning in, it 
makes you human, something that 
we all need to be for our audiences. 
And by diving in and owning up, 
the mind just may reward you with 
something wonderful.

Always have an invisible deck in a 
visible place. Actually I prefer the 
Brainwave deck, but you never know 
when it will come in handy… trust 
me.  

You must write down the script, even if 
it’s banal, you need to see the beats of the 
routine mapped out.  Look at each beat 
and apply the magical -WHAT IF question.  
Try and write down as many possible ways 
out or more importantly WAYS YOU CAN 
SURVIVE THE DISASTER, as you can.  I 
have a poker routine that requires a deck 
switch, now there are a number of ways 
the trick can go wrong, the spectator 
dealing the switched in stacked deck could 
drop it on the floor, the spectator could cut 
the cards when they’re not supposed to, 
the servante could break and the stacked 
deck fall to floor before I could switch it 
in (that actually happened), or I put the 
wrong deck in the servante for switching 
(this also happened, don’t judge me).  All 
these things are legitimate possibilities. I 
have fixes for every single one. And I even 
have redundant fixes on those fixes.  Fixes 
for my fixes.  It’s too important a routine in 
my show to just “do another trick’.  Would 
you like to know the fixes?  I’ll tell you, one 
day, on Magic On The Go, when I publish 
my routine.  How would you fix this? Or 
prepare to fix it?

4

8 MURPHY'S BLOODY 
LAW

I guarantee that any horrible screw up 
you can possibly think of will be tame 
compared to what life really throws at 
you.  You won’t believe the shit that could 
happen - I had a drunk lady, in a close 
up show, put a sponge ball in her mouth 
and refuse to spit it out, in the Chocolate 
Box Trick I asked a lady to tap a coin on 
the glass, and she did to so hard that the 
glass shattered, performing for soldiers 
I had a big tough guy strap me into the 
straightjacket, he grabbed and pulled the 
crotch strap and lifted me in the air with 
it -AGONY -, in the middle of my show 
at a working mens club in England, the 
secretary walked on, grabbed my mic and 
asked who drove a white Escort, as it was 
parked in the President’s spot.  Turned out 
it was mine, and I was told by the whole 
crowd that I had to move it… During an 
opening routine one night I cut my hand 
and it wouldn’t stop bleeding… What would 
you do?  There are also things that went 
wrong that I can’t publish and will always 
deny, Murphy, bloody Murphy.  On all these, 
what would you do?

10 EXTRA'S

Extra routines is something I always prep, 
and recently I was so happy to read an 
old magazine article from the 30’s that 
said the great Oswald Williams (google 
him) used to use this same idea.  Namely, 
having a bunch of extra tricks, prepped 
and ready to go, if you suddenly need 
to switch tracks.  Of course they should 
be fast, and have zero get ready.  In my 
show I have three extra routines ready and 
easily available.  You may never perform 
them, but then again, one day you’ll be 
glad you read this far…

11 DON’T EXPLAIN IF 
YOU DON’T HAVE TO

Deep breath, it’s okay, remember that 
thing I said about how they don’t know?  
I always end my choc box routine by 
producing a ton of chocolates from the 
empty box.  One night the load - still 
in it’s chamber - fell to the floor. So I 
kicked it aside and carried on with the 
next trick.  As far as the audience knew 
everything went to plan.  Sure they 
wondered what the thing was that fell, 
but I wasn’t worried, so neither were 
they. 

12 READY TO SWITCH 
EFFECTS

Michael Ammar was once guesting on 
the Letterman Show. During the floating 
bill his thread broke. So he vanished the 
bill in a thumb tip.  He did it with such 
confidence it looked like that was the 
planned effect. He’s a pro cause he didn’t 
get angry or worried, he switch effects.  
THEY DON’T KNOW WHAT YOU’RE 
GOING TO DO.

13  LOCK IN THOSE REAL FEELINGS OF FAILURE - USE SENSE MEMORY.   Remember how it truly feels to mess up bad, 
NOW apply THAT to all your ‘sucker tricks’.  When the extra packet of tissue drops in your sucker T&R paper trick, take 
that beat, don’t ‘act’ like you screwed up, believe you screwed up, it’ll make your work stronger.  When the crowd says your 
ropes are secretly connected in your Chinese sticks routine, be worried, feel that fear in the pit of your stomach, apply your 
past experiences.  Yes, I’m suggesting you make lemonade from lemons, cause it’s really refreshing.   I’m always hunting for 
the best way to play that moment.  Lately I go for the choice of starting to laugh, something we all do when we mess up at 
something ridiculous, if I can, I do it long enough that the spectator laughs with me, and I wait, the pause isn’t pregnant, it 
gives birth… I even stop the performing persona and get very real in my speech…  then I lower the boom. 
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gives birth… I even stop the performing persona and get very real in my speech…  then I lower the boom. 
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I AM RICHER THAN 
DAVY CROCKETT. 
I CAN SETTLE 
BACK AND DO 
WHAT I WANT 
TO DO. AND 
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TRICKS AND 
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TRIBUTE
HARRY ANDERSON

Born of an absent father, and a 
mother who did what she had to do 
to raise three children, Harry often 

related (that) his mother hoped her son 
would one day become a “great con man.”

On 14 October 1952 Harry Laverne 
Anderson was born and would grow 
to become one of the most influential 
comedy magicians in pop culture in the 
latter half of the 20th century. 

His rise to huge fame via comedy clubs 
first, was reviewed by Variety (1982) 
as “the funniest thing standing in shoe 
leather.” Harry told me he was particularly 
proud of that review—even though he 

added, “I don’t read reviews.” From a very 
early age Harry fell under the spell of a 
street worker named Morris who did the 
Three Card Monte and also the endless 
chain game often referred to as “fast 
and loose.” Harry and his mother moved 
frequently from Chicago to LA to Queens, 
New York. After spending long periods 
of time in Texas he graduated from 
Hollywood High School but never attained 
a college degree. Austin, and New Orleans, 
also became bases of operation from 
his teen years on. Marrying at 19, he and 
his wife Allison set up Anderson’s Magic 
Company and for several years, beginning 
in 1969, became the resident “Majickal 
Practitioner” at the famed Ashland 
Oregon Shakespeare Festival. He wore a 
pentagram around his neck while he did 
the Cups & Balls.

In addition to playing roles such as “King of 
the Faeries” (The Merry Wives of Windsor, 
1973) he achieved local notoriety for the 
elaborate pre-shows he performed, which 
included levitating his petite wife while 
completely surrounded on the grounds; to 
staging his epic bullet catch (he confided, 
because it was cheaply produced).
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At the Shakespeare Festival Harry spied 
a groundskeeper named Rae Barkley 
whom magic historians and fans owe 
a huge debt. Mr. Barkley would prove 
more influential than his original loan 
of the greens-keeper shack where 
Harry and Allison would develop the 
bullet catch that would provide their 
first celebrity. It was Rae Barkley whose 
picture in the 1972 Ashland theatre 
program that became the model of 
Harry’s first comedy con man press 
photo holding a pool cue with a burning 
cigarette hanging out of his mouth. 

As part of the pre-show, a 19th century 
muzzle-loading rifle was packed with 
the lead bullet and flash paper wadding 
that provided a 20-foot blast of fire 
from the barrel when the rifle fired the 
bullet into Harry‘s mouth. The six-foot-
plus 20-year-old stood in front of the 
rifle for his 128th performance that 
summer season, knowing full well that 
the next day he and Allison would sign 
off on an amicable divorce. Prior to 
Allison firing the weapon at her soon-to-

be ex-husband, she leaned to the side 
of the rifle and winked with a devilish 
grin. Harry related, “It was one of the 
few times I was actually nervous on 
stage.“

Following Ashland, he moved to Austin, 
Texas. There, he produced “The Final 
Couvert Séance”— a play about a 
maniac magus who committed suicide 
through the bullet couch. “Because,” 
as Harry related, “Aristotle Couvert (a 
fictional character based on Annemann 
and Chung Ling Soo) had done it all. 
He could go no further. He’d done all 
he could do as a magician.” The play, 
self-produced at the Gaslight Theatre 
in Austin was later issued as a slim 
red pamphlet that sold out its 1977 
edition and now fetches huge collector 
prices. The Stull Watch he performed 
wrought theatre patrons who later 
asked personal advice, his mind reading 
performance so incredibly convincing.

While Harry loved the freedom of being 
a true street entertainer “where the 
money was good and the sidewalk 

was free” his life from 1968 to 1977 
was a collage of ideas, riffs, new pals, 
old acquaintances, jokes and almost 
constant writing. He reconsidered his 
work, when a “dissatisfied customer” 
of his legendarily bodacious shell 
game (initially run as a game he never 
lost), sucker punched him in the face 
breaking his jaw. He lived on a liquid 
diet for months; a pair of wire cutters 
always nearby in case he choked 
needing to open the repairing wiring. 
He is the youngest performer, at age 21, 
to have ever hosted the It’s Magic show 
in Los Angeles, produced by Milt Larsen. 
He was recipient of the prestigious 
Magician of the Year award from the 
Magic Castle. He told me that he also 
prized his Stage Magician of the Year 
for a largely mental act he did while 
sporting a real mustache, and material 
from a booklet that cost him $2 he 
truthfully told me one late night.

He figured less stressful work might 
result from a publicity stunt he 
arranged where he did card magic for 
24-hours straight, never repeating a 
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magical outcome. His partner in crime, 
juggler Turk Pipkin, assisted him in this late 
70’s venture.

Harry appeared on The John Davidson 
Show, a syndicated TV show in 1978 when 
a talent broker saw Harry and Turk wow an 
Austin sports crowd. This TVshow featured 
the newly bespectacled baffler in thin—
almost punk—necktie and smart Italian-cut 
suit with an acid wit thinly disguised in a 
term that arose in the early 1970’s “new 
vaudevillian.” Harry lived up to the title.  
In clubs and on TV he featured playing a 
penny whistle with his right nostril while 
balancing a Ping-Pong ball on the tip his 
nose; simultaneously eating an apple! This 
was early madcap; partially inspired by 
National Lampoon and names he howled 
at like “Tyrone Shoes.” Later in LA such 
passions produced his “gang” The Left 
Handed League—a group of left-handed 
magicians and clowns. The gang produced 
many small publications by Turk Pipkin, 
Leslie Anderson, Mike & Tina Caveney and 
Martin Lewis. As of 1990, Harry told me 
he’d printed and sold over 1000 copies of 
his “The Last Monte.” Given he first saw the 
Monte played as “a street hustle” in the 
early 1960’s, he never lost his love of “the 
game.” Ever clever he enlisted me once 
as a “field operative” for his Monte Hall of 
Fame (aka his vast collection concerning 
the monte). I once called him having found 
a 19th century French oil painting smaller 
than a shoe box depicting the monte being 
played on a Paris street. “Whadathey want 
for it?” he whispered from his dressing 
room, on a break. When I told him, he 
replied, “Buddy, I’m the worker, not the 
sucker—pass!” 

The biography of Harry is called Harry 
Anderson Wise Guy — from the Street to 
the Screen written and published by Mike 
Caveney. It is an accurate title because 
beginning in 1981, Harry began his amazing 
TV career, first as a comedic con man on 
“Saturday Night Live,” then as a repeating 
character on the NBC sitcom “Cheers.” 
Finally his nine-season, Emmy-winning role 
as the irreverent Judge Harry T. Stone on 
NBC’s “Night Court.” TV specials, celebrating 
his love of sideshow performance, and 
grand illusion followed. The famed book 
on 80’s TV, The Sweeps, deftly captures the 
public and private Harry Anderson which 
Harry agreed with. Two season’s of playing 
Dave Barry on CBS-TV “Dave’s World” added 
another feather in his Christy fedora made 
by Borsalino. (He got them for free by 
mentioning them on the air.)
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I'll give it a shot. but i 
don't know that a year 

from now i'm going to 
be here. nobody does.

Harry Anderson

His signature masterpiece, “Hello 
Sucker” appeared on Showtime in 1985. 
Capturing Harry in his prime at the 
Comedy and Magic Club in Hermosa 
Beach (CA), this hour-long piece of 
filmic television had Harry arriving via 
a sidecar to a motorcycle driven by a 
character he referred to as “Ma.”

Such thoughtful touches rounded out 
his “Harry the Hat“ character impressing 
producers that he was indeed a 
Renaissance artist -- actor, writer, 
producer, and later, director of others’ 
work. He optioned author Katherine 
Dunn’s hit novel Geek Love, but it never 
made it to the screen. Once beating 
Johnny Carson’s full house of Jacks 
over Sevens at poker, Carson looked at 
Harry’s full house, Kings over Aces and 
almost refused to believe the game had 
been won honestly. Carson, pointed 
at Harry and said, “Now, wait a minute, 
Anderson’s a con man!” Harry shot back, 
“Yeah, look whose calling me out, The 
Great Carsoni.” (Johnny Carson started 
as a magician, and the two of them got 
on.) I asked what Harry did with the 
winnings. “I bought and wrecked a jeep,” 
he smiled. When I asked if he did in fact 
cheat beating Carson, he looked at me 
and said, “I’m sitting there in Johnny 
Carson’s Malibu estate with security 
guys that have machine guns—really?” 
And then he paused and winked. With 
Harry, sometimes, you never really 
knew, and that is why his credo is true: 
“Magic has to be believed to be seen.”

Harry once told me that he made his 
way from town to town by buying and 
selling magic and con game rarities. He 
owned Chung Ling Soo’s ukulele that 
turned into a bouquet of flowers: “He 
made only one and I have it,” he proudly 
told me. Then with equal tepidness, 
“And then one time I had to sell it 
because I needed to; for three times the 
amount I paid for it. But one day, I’ll get 
it back.” That was Harry; professional, 
knowledgeable, and hopeful. His 
interests seemed unbounded from 
early Apple computers to developing 
software to Medieval oddities and 
illusions of all kinds “like economic 
recovery” he slayed nightclub audiences 
with.

He married twice more, first to Leslie 
Pollack, with whom he performed a 
hilarious competitive escape act. And 
finally for 17-years he shared great 

partnership and love with the former 
Elizabeth Morgan. They lived in New 
Orleans operating several businesses 
until hurricane Katrina came knocking. 
They relocated to Asheville NC where 
Harry continued traveling to gigs paying 
in excess of 25k for his 55-minute 
act. He wrote me once, “Tonight I’m in 
Florida doing the national hardware 
convention. I get all the good ones.”

He loved animals, being companion 
to Floyd the basset hound romping 
in his Issaquah, Washington estate 
and later Sunny, a scarlet macaw who 
came to a tragic, accidental ending in a 
house Harry bought from Bonanza-star 
Michael Landon. Harry mourned Sunny 

by having Sunny’s effigy tattooed on his 
entire torso back with wings broadly 
spread. 

Typically Harry, he invited one of the 
hundreds of reporters who interviewed 
him (throughout his career) to conduct 
the interview while the tattoo of Sunny 
was being applied. At the time of his 
death, he was being cuddled by his 
dogs, wrote his son on Facebook.

Over the 30+ years I admired and 
respected my friend we always picked 
up where we left off, even if years had 
passed. Given his hard youth, and 
uncommon intelligence, he cottoned 
to my professional writer mother and 
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"The biggest challenge 
in New Orleans has been 
to find a worker who 
can climb a ladder after 
lunch."
Harry Anderson

often the two of them talked away the night long distance from New York to Los 
Feliz, where Harry and his wife Leslie lived. 

He was generous, defiantly loyal and didn’t take crap from anyone whether his 
fame was known or not. He was the rarest of stern, gentle souls. He once told 
me that all one needed in show business was a name, “and the balls to back it 
up.” Working on a book together before his great fame he challenged me: “Now, 
swear to me, I’m gonna spend some time on this. So tell me, (name withheld) 
won’t rewrite or edit this!”

I replied “yeah f@%k him.”

Before I could almost finish my sentence, Harry added, “With a sharp stick.”

He was once late for a professional meeting we’d scheduled. When I lambasted 
his excuse for having been out late the night before with Laurence Olivier 
(clearly a fib), he looked at me and said, eight years my senior, “Good, you’re 
getting it. Don’t ever take crap from anyone. Including me.” It was sweet, 
irreverent, and a “Harry apology.” He was judge, jury and convicted as charged 
by my impatient youth—and witheringly funny.

Author Daniel Stashower eloquently captured my feelings about the true magic 
that was Harry Anderson. Dan said of me “Harry was the first guy I ever met who 
made me feel like I belonged in the room.” 

With blessings to his daughter Eva Fay, his son Dash, and his dear wife Elizabeth, 
millions give thanks that Harry Anderson walked among us for sixty-five years. 
He leaves behind a huge legacy of books, inventions, illusions and puzzles. As 
well: un-published/produced scripts, hundreds of network and cable TV shows, 
several feature films, and his Disney recreation of Flubber. “Same McMurry hiked 
up pants too, “ he told me.

What will persist most is Harry Anderson’s brilliant humor and genuinely 
personal, down to Earth magic with which he dazzled the world. It’s all there in 
his stage introduction he spoke into the backstage microphone before entering 
to rule the hall:

“And now ladies and gentlemen, please welcome to the stage, a liar, a cheat, a 
braggart and thief, a man I am proud to call my friend, Mr. Harry Anderson.”

We shall not see his like again.
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““When you’ve gone 
too far—go further.”
-Harry Anderson
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PRODUCT HIGHLIGHT

THOUGHTCAST
BENJAMIN BUDZAK

FINALLY AN ELECTRONIC PRODUCT THAT I HAVE FULL CONIFDENCE 
IN USING IN MY ACT. I'VE OWNED MANY DEVICES IN THE PAST THAT 
ALLOW THE SPECTATOR TO WRITE OR DRAW SOMETHING AND 
SEND ME AN IMAGE, BUT VERY FEW HAVE BEEN 100% RELIALBE FOR 
VARIOUS REASONS. THOUGHTCAST IS THE FIRST ONE I FEEL FULLY 
CONFIDENT IN USING AND WHAT MAKES THIS SO FANTASTIC IS THAT 
IT WON'T COST YOU THOUSANDS OF DOLLARS LIKE THE OTHERS.

BEN HAS CREATED A FANTASTIC APP TO GO WITH THIS PRODUCT 
THAT WILL WORK ON YOUR PHONE OR WATCH, AND BEST OF ALL THE 
SPECTATOR CAN BE LOOKING AT YOUR PHONE AND WILL NEVER SEE 
ANYTHING. THE APP OFFERS EVERYTHING YOU NEED WITHOUT BEING 
OVER COMPLICATED. IT DOES EXACTLY WHAT YOU WOULD EXPECT 
IT TO. YOU CAN GET AN INSTANT PEEK AND THE SCREEN REMAINS 
BLACK, YOU CAN SAVE THE IMAGES AND SO MUCH MORE. 

THIS HAS BECOME MY ALL TIME FAVORITE METHOD FOR GETTING 
A GLIMPSE IN TO WHAT THE SPECTATOR IS THINKING. ABSOLUTELY 
ANYTHING THEY WRITE DOWN YOU WILL INSTANTLY SEE.

ThoughtCast is an electronic impression pad 
app that, when combined with a special 
Bluetooth sensor board, allows you to divine 
words, drawings, numbers, or letters, all in real 
time, without any assistants!

HOW DOES IT WORK?
First, Your Spectator Draws any Shape or 
Writes any Word on a pad of paper inside of a 
folio, using a "normal" pen.

Next, you have your phone out, and it appears 
to be locked (or on the home screen, or on 
any screen). As soon as you touch the screen, 
you instantly get a peek. Let go, and it goes 
away!

You can obtain your peek on your Apple 
Watch as well. Now that you know what they 
wrote, you can reveal it in whatever way you'd 
like!

MY THOUGHTS:
This is incredible - let's look at the writing 
devices first.
WRITING DEVICE: You can use ANY writing 
device you want. They are not electronic or 
pressure sensitive and super affordable and 
easy to replace. Personally I use a regular pen 
but my favorite is a regular looking Sharpie 
pen.
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SIZE: The gimmick  is as thick as 20 playing cards and 
as heavy as about 4 decks of cards, this pad is easy to 
hide or conceal in any type of folio. I highly recommend 
getting the folio that you can buy as an extra if you 
don't want to get one yourself. It looks like a regular 
folio but has a hidden compartment to hide the 
gimmick. Having said that you can easily use any folio 
or folder you like.  The spectator is writing on regular 
paper using a regular (?) pen and so it doesn't look at 
all  out of place. It looks and feels exactly like you would 
use on a regular basis to write and draw.

RANGE: 30-50 foot bluetooth range which will allow you 
to read a mind on the other side of a large stage. I've 
even tried this in another room and it works perfectly. 

TOUCH TO PEEK: This is one of the great advantages 
of the APP that you purchase. The phone looks asleep 
but the second you touch it you get the image, and the 
second you let go it goes back to looking like it's asleep. 
The peek can be super quick. It also works on the watch.
You do have the option of making it look like your 
homescreen as well.

“  
THIS HAS NOW BECOME 

MY GO-TO WAY OF 
READING A PERSON'S 

MIND. IT'S NEVER FAILED 
ME" 

- ROMHANY 
 

AUTO SAVE MODE: The advantage of 
this option is that you can use this for 
pre-show work. Imagine you have a 
spectator draw on your pad, and your 
phone doesn't have to be in sight. 
You can save the image and view later 
backstage.

ZONE MODE: Another clever featrue of 
the App. This allows you to do things 
such as living and dead tests. Imagine 
you set the pad up so it can send vibrate 
numbers to your phone. 

BUILT IN FAILSAFES: Soething I haven't 
seen before. This will let you know if 
something is wrong BEFORE you do 
the routine. It's always a very easy fix. 
I always check prior to using it and 
just leave it on. The battery life on the 
gimmick is very long and it's rechargable 
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via a USB cable. 

THOUGHTCAST is combattable with iPhone 6 and later and iPad 3 
and newer. 

WHAT DO YOU GET?
There are several options. Personally I recommend the App and 
sensor board. It is the APP that had been designed by Ben and 
his team that really make this an outstanding tool for magicians. 
There has been a lot of thought gone in to creating a device and 
APP that work hand-in-hand making it easy to get that peek.  One 
of the reasons this is offered at such a reasonable price is that they 
found hardware that already exists and created and APP just for 
magicians, rather than have to develop hardware as well. This is 
one of the nice features of this is that it is extremely affordable 
compared to all other types of devices out there. For around $700 
you can have something that you will be using for a long time, and 
best of all it doesn't look like a gimmick. They also offer a 2 year 
warrantly on the sensor board as well as fantastic help should you 
need it.

One of the nice features of the APP is that as soon as the pen 
touches the paper it will send you a vibration so you know the 
spectator is writing but also that it is working. 

Once you purchase the ThoughtCast kit (which includes sensor 
board, app, and ring magnets), the only thing you need to 
purchase are the writing devices you would like to use and the 
folio to hide your sensor board.

The details of what pens work best, and where to find them, are 
explained in the ThoughtCast instructions which you will get whne 
you purchase.  Chances are good that you have several pens and 
markers laying around that are compatible, but if you don't, they 
sell pens and markers ready to go. 

In the past I've been hesitant about using these type of impression 
devices to get my peeks, but now my confidence has returned. 
It is the PERFECT way for me to get a 100% reliable peek at what 
a person writes down and honestly has taken one of my favorite 
routines to a whole new level. 

There is also a Facebook page set up so you can talk to others who 
are using ThoughtCast
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SOLID
The hottest magician on the planet? You are probably reading our subtitle today with a level of cynicism. 
You’re probably thinking who is MADDOX DIXON and why have I not heard of him?
Before you read on let VANISH MAGIC MAGAZINE be the first to tell you that this guy opened for COLDPLAY!! 

ROCK
BY HARRY MONK

After an incredible turn of events and 
one life changing decision Vanish 
spoke to MADDOX about his career 
to date and how he got to open for 

one of the world’s largest bands performing 
his brand of magic to tens of thousands of 
people on an arena stage. 

As well as discovering what MADDOX has 
been up to since the COLDPLAY gig, Vanish 
Magazine talk to him exclusively about his 
future plans.

V: Lets start at the beginning. 
When and how did you get into 
magic?
M: I was a late starter! I discovered sleight 
of hand when I was around 18 years old 
and got hooked on the magic the moment I 
saw it. I was on tour with a pop artist called 
FOXES and I was playing keyboards and 
guitar in the band. Although life was fast, as 
we moved from city to city there was actu-
ally a lot of free time after rehearsals and in 
between shows as we travelled around on 
the tour buses. This is where it all started. 
A techie on the tour called Aaron Mullens 
showed me a card trick. He asked me to pick 
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“ FROM LIFE AS 
A MUSICIAN TO

PERFORMING MAGIC 
AS COLDPLAYS
OPENING ACT!

Maddox with Rene Nijman
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V: So Charlier Cut mastered? 
What came next?
M: I went back to Aaron and he taught me a 
push off double lift. This gave me the ability 
to put a simple routine together that al-
lowed a card to change in a spectator’s own 
hand. Nothing groundbreaking in the magic 
world but this was the first time that I saw 
someone react to me performing magic. 
Any magician reading this knows what I’m 
talking about, but that sense of wonder in 
people’s eyes is really something special the 
first time you experience it and naturally I 
wanted to learn more. In my early years mu-
sic had been my passion but very quickly, 
in a matter of weeks it had been firmly 
replaced with my passion for Magic and the 
reactions it gets you as a performer.

V: So you thought about going 
full time as a magician?
M: No I couldn’t. For one, I didn’t feel I was 
good enough and I had spent so long in 
the music industry that my career was fully 
established. I wasn’t ready to throw every-
thing away that I had built up. I had just met 
my partner and eventual wife Rosie, and we 
both really felt the real pressure of setting 
up a new life together. Magic as a career was 
not on the cards at all. It may have been my 
passion, but at the same time it was just a 
dream.

a card and then ‘lost’ it into the deck…he 
gave me a blank card which I held between 
my hands, and after a moment revealed my 
card had ‘printed itself’ between my hands 
becoming my selection. This was my first 
experience of magic and it instantly made 
me feel surprised and happy. It snapped me 
out of everything else that was going on in 
that single moment. 

V: So, did you ask Aaron to 
teach you?
M: Basically yes! I told him how impressed I 
was and asked him to teach me some close 
up magic. Before he taught me an effect, 
he set me the challenge of mastering the 
Charlier Cut which I practiced religiously, 
pouring cards all over the floor on a daily 
basis! I remember once I actually left my 
passport on a plane because I was obsess-
ing so much about the cards. Because of the 
dexterity of being a musician I find that I can 
learn sleight of hand quite quickly and I’m 
lucky that I can pick up new techniques. Like 
playing an instrument, sleight of hand for 
me is all about muscle memory. I never feel 
pressured by sleight of hand and intricate 
techniques for this reason and this really al-
lows me to focus on the spectator and their 
experience.
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V: Is Rosie in the entertainment industry?
M: Yes she is, she has always been much cooler than me! We had 
to cancel our honeymoon because she was asked to play the 
Hollywood bowl in LA with ELO. She plays violin and sings. 
She’s quite simply an awesome girl and I’m lucky to have her. 

V: But you’re a full time magician now 
though? 
M: Yes, but that decision took me the next ten years to make. I 
spent all that time learning new routines and actually getting 
out there and performing them whilst on tour. It was like hav-
ing a residency in a restaurant but my residency was basically 
touring on the road. All the tech crew, literally hundreds of them 
used to spend a few hours a day hanging around after they had 
put a shift in. This was my audience. I would often go over and 
hang out and inevitably start performing and jam with whatever 
I was working on at the time. Sometimes it was just band mates 
and road crew, sometimes VIP’s at the after show parties or even 
the occasional pop star that joined us on a night out. I rose to the 
challenge of constantly learning new material because I knew 
that on the very next day I would hear the cry from the guys sat 
on flight cases “Hey MADDOX, have you got any new tricks for us 
today?’ 

V: What were your favourite effects to per-
form?
M: Nearly all card stuff, as it took up no pocket space! My favou-
rites were Card to Tour Bus Window and always David William-
son’s T&R Transpo. I also became obsessed with Simon Aronson’s 
work and mastered a stack, which really accelerated my own 
creativity. The thing about performing magic on tour was that 
my environment was changing all the time, so this really stimu-
lated my ideas when it came to coming up with my own effects 
to perform. 
In every venue I always did a card to ceiling challenge, as there 
was always a gorgeous amount of head room to try it out in! 
Once I bought a toy remote helicopter. After a corner switch, a 
card vanished and my buddy flew the duplicate over to a group 
of us. It actually got a great reaction. Healed and sealed was also 
a favourite of mine because the rider in all the dressing rooms 
was always the same, so you could set things up way ahead of 
time. It didn’t take long until everyone started to see me as a 
magician and someone who could provide a bit of distraction to 
groundhog day on the road.

PHOTO: Chris Martin and Maddox
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V: So this incredible booking 
as COLDPLAY’s opening spot. 
How did that come about?
M: It actually came from Chris Martin di-
rectly. We were at an after show party and 
Chris came in to meet the VIP guests. I had 
got a set that I was really happy with and 
I was entertaining for quite a large group 
when he came over. He saw me get some 
great reactions and started to enjoy it as 
much as the guests. It was at this point that 
he uttered a phrase that would change 
my life forever! “You should open for us 
tomorrow as a magician!”. It was a party 
right? People say things in the heat of the 
moment and just to fit the vibe. Part of me 
thought that is was just a joke but the very 
next day I found out that the offer was very 
real indeed. 
Crew were approaching me saying that 
they had heard I was going to open but 
part of me was still questioning if this 
was all really happening. Then the stage 
manager told me he was ready for my tech 
rehearsal and in that moment I went from 
someone who had only ever performed 
magic back stage to someone who would 
be supporting the biggest band in the 
world on stage.
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V: How did you cope 
with the pressure and 
what effects did you per-
form?
M: The amazing thing was that 
Chris Martin and his Tour Manager 
had personally arranged for me to 
have a full camera rehearsal and as 
much production I required to get 
my twenty minute set of close up 
magic across to an audience. I was 
terrified right up until I set foot on 
stage, but as soon as I was on I actu-
ally didn’t feel too much pressure 
as I had been in that position as a 
music artiste for years. I had another 
musician turned magician friend 
back home, Tim Bran - I still owe 
him to this day for helping me write 
my stage spot via FaceTime hidden 
up in the rafters of the stadium 
stalls. I kept everything very visual 
and included a Fizz Roulette routine 
which played well on stage when 
I brought up 2 members of the 
audience. I made up some gaffed 
cards to close the spot that related 
to the Head Full Of Dreams Tour, 
and wrote a script that involved an 

audience member’s wish disappearing from 
between their hands only to reappear again 
without me ever touching them. The show 
went incredibly well and Chris always took 
the time to thank me on stage at the end 
of their set which was an amazing moment 
for me. I owe Chris so much, he changed my 
career and he changed my life. I am certainly 
looking forward to when our paths cross 
again as hopefully I can get booked for their 
next tour!

V: You live in the UK right? 
What’s happening now with 
your career?
M: Since coming back from the states I have 
naturally been doing normal jobs such as 
corporate, weddings and private parties but 
I have been working hard with a great team 
of people to develop my stage and theatre 
show. Magic is a lot like Music in some ways 
- the songwriting process is very similar 
to magic routining and scripting - you sit 
down in a room with some brilliant minds 
and everyone starts throwing different 
ingredients in. You’ve got to pick the right 
people and personalities to write a hit, but 
I’m grateful to have some magic genius’ on 

the team and am really excited about some 
of the new material we’ve been working on 
together. I have some amazing bookings 
coming up all across Europe and the stage 
show has well passed the experimental 
stage. 

V: That’s what is happening 
now. What is next for you?
M: We are planning a tour for next year but 
I am also working on a couple of potential 
TV spots that hopefully everyone will get to 
see. Nothing is certain in this world but all I 
can say is that I am really enjoying perform-
ing magic right now. For the first time ever 
I am really excited about my work and shar-
ing it with as many people as possible.
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V: MADDOX, thank you for 
your time today. How do 
people keep up with your 
journey.
M: The website is www.MADDOXMAGIC.
com, my Facebook is www.facebook.com/
joinMADDOX  and my Instagram is: www.
instagram.com/MADDOXMAGIC 

Vanish prides ourself on discovering new 
talent and we predict very big things for this 
young man in the not too distant future. 
Stay tuned and remember where you heard 
it first!
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Are creative geniuses made or born that 
way? If you ask Kevin James, you get the 
idea it’s both.

Kevin James, aka The Inventor, one of the 
stars of The Illusionists - Live From Broad-
way 2017-18 season tells us some of his 
processes of his creative magic.

I’ve known Kevin for many years being that 
we’re both from Michigan and have had 
the opportunity to share the stage with 
him on many occasions, most notably, the 
1000+ shows we’ve performed together in 
The Illusionists.

It’s been a privilege to see the master 
at work as he stuns audiences with his 
famous Chaplin Doll, Floating Rose and 
Sawing illusions. Working so closely with 
him has also allowed me to peer into his 
thought process as he works through new 
illusions and the way he approaches magic.
He is a voracious student of the history of 
magic admitting that he reads all of the old 
magic books stating that they are better 
than DVD’s to learn magic because much 
of the “good stuff never makes it to DVD’s”. 
While on tour, he even makes it a point to 
visit cemetery grave sites of magics’ greats 
like Houdini and LeRoy and walks the areas 
of their childhood homes to, in my opinion, 
bask in the auras of past magic-geniuses 
in the hopes of absorbing ideas through 
cosmic osmosis.

If, as the cliche’ states, “imitation is the sin-
cerest form of flattery”, then Kevin believes 
he’s been flattered way too much. Kevin’s 
ideas have been poached by the best? in 
our business for their own use and com-
mercially ripped-off for their own profit 
by overseas bandits. Still, he continues 
his creative streak because….that’s what 
geniuses do.

This is the second in a series of backstage 
interviews with the starts of the successful, 
touring magic show, The Illusionists.
by Jeff Hobson

JEFF HOBSON - THE INTERVIEW SERIES
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 PERFORMING
Street

COLIN UNDERWOOD is a professional magician based in South Africa. His work has 
taken him around the world both as a corporate entertainer and street performer. In 
this new series Colin looks at the world of STREET PERFORMING.

WORDS: COLIN UNDERWOOD

Following on from my previous article which 
I refer you to read first if you are a novice at 
street performing.

HOW TO SELELCT A PITCH OR 
PERFORMING AREA.
Once you are comfortable with a basic 
routine, I say basic because this will change 
as you perform, you are all set to find a 
performance spot. In South Africa this type 
of performing is still very new and it is not in 
the psyche of the general public. Social issues 
in South Africa have largely influenced the 
busking scene. However, it is possible and is 
vastly untapped as far as magic performances 
are concerned.

In South Africa the only vibrant but small 
community of street performers is based at 
the Cape Town Waterfront where the vast 
majority of performers are music or ethnic 
dance groups.

THE PITCH
This is the term used for the performing area 
and can vary at lot. The common factor with 
all pitches is a relatively steady flow of people 
to allow for a show to develop. The skill of the 
performer will determine how well he will 
do on days that are basically filled with local 

shoppers. The best days are largely weekend 
based unless you are in a popular tourist area 
such as Covent Garden where shows take 
place year-round. 

You will be required to find out if permission 
is needed to perform at a certain site. This 
is an contentious issue among performers 
who will generally agree there is too much 
regulation and not enough freedom. The 
shopkeepers and authorities will argue 
otherwise.

A viable balance must be met and 
the performer must work around the 
authorities in that particular area. If the site 
is frequented by other performers a ballot 
system is normally in place to regulate the 
performances. 

I have found a non-trouble maker attitude is 
best and have seen fellow performers being 
carted off in the back of a police van due to 
transgressions of said performer. 

A tourist site is best as you have people 
on holiday and are prepared to stop and 
experience your performance rather than the 
local businessmen or shoppers.

Certain pitches have peak or optimum 
times to perform there. Often delaying a 
performance to fit into the areas flow of 
people can make all the difference. 

The advantage of a magic act on the street 
is that the performer is a lot more flexible to 
times and venues. The late-night pub crowd 
can be very good with a much shorter show 
situated in a back alley. The larger circle shows 
which draw much larger audiences do not 
have this option. A magic cups and balls show 
can however command the attention of the 
normal unicycle or juggling acts. 

During large festivals a structured format is 
in place with performers meet early for the 
ballot. Sometimes spots are workable outside 
of the Fringe precincts.

This ballot system is generally fair but the 
amount of money made will be determined 
at the end of the day by the individual 
performer. Having the best time slot does not 
guarantee a success.

The conditions around the area of 
performance must be taken into 
consideration. In a bustling food market, you 
will find alleyways get crowed or there might 
be a music act right next door to you.

Weather conditions will affect the pitch 
conditions, mainly the amount of people 
and their moods. Snow and sleet are not 
conducive factors for people to watch. In 
South Africa and Australia, the midday sun 
will affect the crowds as well. An audience 
who has to stare into the setting sun will not 
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"A viable balance must be met and 
the performer must work around 
the authorities in that particular 
area. If the site is frequented by 
other performers a ballot system 
is normally in place to regulate the 
performances. ”
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Andrea Tsantilis

Sergio Barros

Andreas Tsantilis

Jason Maher

CERTAIN PITCHES HAVE PEAK OR 
OPTIMUM TIMES TO PERFORM THERE. 

OFTEN DELAYING A PERFORMANCE 
TO FIT INTO THE AREAS FLOW 

OF PEOPLE CAN MAKE ALL THE 
DIFFERENCE. 

be able to watch the magic. 

There are also extraneous conditions to deal with on the day.

There is a pitch in Edinburgh outside the church in the High street 
which is fabulous but I have on two occasions had to shorten the 
show as the wedding ceremony arrived.

The festivals are your best bet but you have to face a lot of 
competition from other performers and other artistic acts trying to 
promote theatre shows or are community-based groups with 15 or 
20 people all dressed brightly, banging drums next to you. Every day 
is a learning experience. 

The weekend vibe at a lot of venues is second best to festivals where 
tourists and families congregate. These areas are very viable and a 
show brings a lot of relief to parents with nagging children. Tourist 
areas become known for their buskers and is integral with modern 
cities. Cape Town has slowly caught up with the Waterfront the 
main area as mentioned. They have a designated staff member now 
dealing with all the buskers.

If an artist performs at a new site it is a good idea to watch where 
they set up and the format used at that particular pitch.

If the performance requires talking which is the case with most magic 
acts then the acoustics must be noted.

Amplification is a modern norm but sometimes a festival or shopping 
precinct will not allow this due to noise complaints. 

I would recommend a smaller pitch in the beginning to break in 
slowly before taking a bigger pitch. Also, fellow artists will not be so 
antagonistic if you have a prime slot but fail, due to inexperienced 
performances, to utilise it. 
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The young street performer will often follow the sun in that there are 
winter and summer pitches.

The outfit

I feel it is pertinent to mention some pointers here. There is not set 
outfit and I would think if I mentioned the word costume a lot of 
street performers will cringe. The best bet is a slightly quirky look 
with a hat which can be used in the routine. The clothing should 
be strong and darker colours are best due to dirt showing. Weather 
will determine if a jacket is required. There is often a lot of sitting 
around and waiting your turn to perform and this means either 
a dusty pavement or road is the resting spot. If you are visiting a 
strange country it can be beneficial to feature something unique 
from your country in your outfit. The general rule of thumb is do not 
wear sequin or circus type outfit or bright colours as per a children’s 
performer. Also, a smart three-piece suit will not endear people to 
you as you will look too posh and they might think you don’t need 
the money.

Until next time I wish you well and hope this was informative to you. 
The next month’s issue I will deal with drawing a crowd and basic 
structures of shows. 

A big thank you to the performing colleagues who contributed 
photographs to this article. See you on the pitch.

Colin Underwood
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wonder-making does. Why? Because when 
you see a ballerina spin on one toe for 
many revolutions, or a baseball pitcher 
throw a baseball so fast the pitch is not 
even seen, or a magician transpose two 
playing cards neatly and plainly dealt, then 
and only then does the human connection 
kick in that another animal in the forest 
shines an otherworldly light. Calling it “the 
hat trick” refers to human accomplishment 
as “magical.”

Fred Kaps (1926—1980) smoked his 
thumb like a pipe. He performed for 
Charlie Chaplin, several members of 
royalty including the monarchs of The 
Netherlands, Sweden, Denmark and 
Romania. He also had the distinction of 
following a musical act called The Beatles 
on their first American TV show, The Ed 
Sullivan Show in 1964. Kaps and the 
producers realized that even though he 
was hardly a “back up act” that nothing 

could follow the tsunami of the Fab Four 
on their American debut. Hence, to allay 
teen screams in the audience during his 
act, his performance was pre-recorded. But 
it was essential to the Ed Sullivan booker, 
Mark Leddy, that magic be the next attrac-
tion after the British pop sensation. You can 
ask why now.

The relationship to having a master magi-
cian (much less three-time world champi-
on Kaps) to follow the best-known musical 

Fred Kaps

Yann Frisch 
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act on Earth is significant. The producers 
may have taken a page from the early Elvis 
Presley playbook. For many years Elvis 
had magician George Johnstone warm up 
the crowd for The King. The combination 
of sturdy rock’n roll and magic is a potent 
potion. Why?

Because tribal rhythm and the visual mani-
festation of magical occurrences enliven 
reality for the viewer. It is undeniable that 
humanity has written about miracles for 
centuries. Can every tale of something 
positively aberrant be untrue? No, those 
deniers of manifestations of the ever-
expanding universe have their heads in 
the sand, clearly. David Bohm, a quantum 
physicist of international celebrity, and 
vast accomplishment plainly stated in the 
1970’s, “Science has shown us something 
scientists don’t want to see.” In other words, 
if grant-based researchers encountered 
a phenomenon they could not quantify, 
then they might be out of a job. Electrons 
sent in particle accelerator miles apart 
instantaneously duplicated miles apart. The 
explanation? What was unexplained, harm-
less and amazing was termed “magical” by 
hard-nosed competitive scientists. There 
was born the “zero point field.” 

Magic itself is not to be taken lightly 
because what magicians imitate through 
illusion is real—on one level. As you read 
this, you are sitting or standing on a planet 
that is floating in space. While the sun 
doesn’t “set” nor “rise” (we revolve around it 
in 365 days while our planet also revolves). 
But the illusion is that the sun, “goes down” 
and then “rises.” As Terence McKenna 
(1946—2000) boldly reminds us, the fallacy 
of science is largely myths and propaganda 
endorsed to enrich scientists who were 
once patronized by the crown that had 
their own agenda. What the masses were 
told from the 15th century on was untrue 
or gilded by human, political agenda. See 
how much has changed?

Were you to be told that Rene Descartes 
(1596—1650) was soldiering his way 
through Europe as part of the Hapsburg 
army and one night an angel appeared to 
him in a dream, of which he wrote, “Told 
thine own self the conquest of nature is 
through measurement and number.” An 
angel in a dream led to the idea of modern 
science — to the bouncing ball that landed 
the Mars Rover. Are humans so insular 
that they refuse to believe, and therefore 
reduce their experience in this dimension 
that nothing exists of an intelligent order 
outside of their 70% water-based bodies 
and minds? Ignorance of the transcenden-
tal is just that: ignorance. 

Magic, has many names and manifes-
tations. Learning that wonderment 
is important, real and nourishing is a 
welcome surprise. My friend Doug Hen-
ning (1947—2000) often spoke without 
prejudice about “wonder.” Meeting him as 
a teen in 1974, and later worked with him 
his dictum never changed. “Remember 
Ben, it is all about wonder. If we make 
the audience feel wonder, then we have 
succeeded. It’s about wonder. Remember 
that.”

We return to where we began. What is won-
der? How do we get to experience wonder? 
A tough nut to crack.  But, I can offer these 
signposts. Like Descartes, we must conquer 
our emotions and earthy depression of 
mortality by logging our experience to see 
where we have come from, where we have 
gone and where we are going—keep a daily 
diary to aid this exercise. Two: seek wonder. 
The Youtube.com channel of “People Are 
Awesome” is a fine beginning. You’ll see 
athletes, artists and children blowing your 
mind. This is human skill on an almost para-
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human level. The endorphins begin to move in your 
brain and you ask: “How do you practice something 
like that?” Wonder rises in the observer. Pain lessens 
because wonder invites hope, engages healing (psy-
chic and physical) and life becomes “magical.” Dreams 
become conquests; fearlessness, selflessness ensues. 
Hope rises.

World champion knife thrower, Jason Williard Johnson, 
says when he sticks a big knife or explodes a pressur-
ized paint can from any distance — is true: “I don’t 
know, I just do it.”  Similarly, when a magician or any 
artist travels previously untraveled territory intellectu-
ally or with physical skill, the result often doesn’t align 
with a line drawing in a book, or a video still frame. The 
answer of perfection gained or extraordinary explora-
tion comes from an area that defies categorization. 
Aurelia Thierree, star of the international touring Mur-
murs des Mur surrealistic extravaganza, says, “I look for 
something true. There is part of the process that doesn’t 
want to be described and doesn’t want to be defined. And 
you have to embrace part of that process.” 

One must realize that the artist is simply one part of 
the overall process. Realizing this produces wonder. 
Once you feel this, you have a chance at producing 
this in the hearts and minds of your audience. This 
is hard work. You must not be afraid to fail boldly in 
public. Bold failure provides pearls of wisdom gained 
no other way.

Ego, self-importance, and greedy material behavior 
must be envanished when seeking wonder-based 
entertainment. You must give yourself over to sharing 
rather than dictating. In the modern 24/7 world of 
hyper-media, threatening nuclear apocalypse, and 
insidious greed, wonder is our final refuge. I believe 
wonder is the primary state of the human animal. 
Every civilization, and people of every creed has writ-
ten about the search for this practice to engender this 
emotion since prophets walked their planet, and were 
crucified for their prophecy. Yet, can you really kill that 
spirit? They may have crucified Christ, but I’d say his 
message was heard and has persisted. This is not to 
endorse Jesus Christ, nor demean him. This is to say 
that what he offered this planet engenders wonder. 
Generations have asked since his life, “Did he really 
perform the miracles alleged?” This is wonder.  

Seek wonder in every culture, in every tale. If you wake 
up and realize you are nothing more than energy 
vibrating at a frequency to be seen and heard on this 
plane your mind will expand, joy will result and you 
can share that with others. The art of magic is that 
which produces wonder in the hearts and minds of the 
audience. It transports an individual to realms previ-
ously unimagined. 

The future, fluid reality, is what you make of it. Observe 
a higher standard and produce wonder in your perfor-
mance; and the world will heal. Don’t let anyone else 
tell you otherwise. 

Jason Williard Johnson

Ben Robinson right on target
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REAL WORLD MAGIC - JIM SISTI

The classic idiom “familiar-
ity breeds contempt” is 
one that most readers 

should be…um…familiar 
with. It was first used, report-
edly, by Chaucer but subse-
quently has become one of 
the old chestnuts that we keep 
locked, loaded, and ready to 
deploy when circumstances 
require it. While this maxim is 
usually employed to describe 
an imperiled personal relation-
ship, it does, however, have 
some possible relevance to 
other endeavors, including 
the craft of magic and our 
performances. 

If you’ve performed for any 
length of time, you’ve prob-
ably sorted through liter-
ally hundreds of tricks before 
finally whittling them down 
to a core repertoire. Whether 
you perform stage, platform, 
or close-up, you have what 
you most likely consider to be 
an “A-list” of tricks that you’ve 
practiced to perfection. You 
then, presumably, injected 
them with a healthy dose of 
your own personality and 
style and capped it off with 

a winning presentation that, 
hopefully, gives the audience a 
little glimpse into who you re-
ally are as a person. The finished 
product is a polished little 
piece of theater that, to use two 
apparel-related clichés simul-
taneously, should fit you like a 
glove and when you present it, 
ought to feel as comfortable as 
an old shoe. 

However, it’s this intimate 
acquaintance with the material 
that, while inarguably vital, can 
rob its performance of an ener-
gy that it probably had when it 
was a much newer part of your 
show. As I’ve pointed out, the 
“familiarity breeds contempt” 
concept usually applies to our 
relationships with other people. 
The longer we know someone, 
whether it’s a spouse, relative, 
or friend, the better our chance 
of observing negative traits that 
they may have. However, this 
concept can, again, also apply 
to inanimate things or even 
practices. It stands to reason 

REGAINING YOUR SPARK
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"THIS PASSION FOR MAGIC WAS IRRESISTIBLY INFECTIOUS AND YOU COULD TELL THAT 
HIS JOY CAME FROM NOT SIMPLY PERFORMING MAGIC BUT IN DOING EVERYTHING HE 
COULD TO SEE THE MAGIC HIMSELF THROUGH THE EYES OF HIS AUDIENCES. "

that if we do a particular thing for a long 
time, we may begin to dislike it or even 
hate it. What’s even worse, we many even 
grow indifferent to it. 

That’s the perilous area where our best 
tricks – the ones we always do in our shows 
or sets – can become stale as we slide into 
familiar scripts and procedures. While hav-
ing our tricks be at the “muscle memory” 
level is almost always a desirable thing 
(particularly when we occasionally lose our 
place – trust me, as you grow older, it can 
happen!), it’s precisely this deep imbed-
ding of the material in our consciousness 
that can result in a pedestrian and “by the 
numbers” performance. If we were to boil 
down this problem to its essence, I believe 
that we would soon discover that the part 
of the performance that’s lacking when 
we perform well-worn material is an actual 
sense of magic – that something incredible 
or impossible is happening. 

I recently had occasion to watch an 
excerpt from a Doug Henning special from 
the 80s on YouTube. Doug was seated 
behind a table with a young girl on one 
side and Bruce Jenner on the other and 
he performed a card magic set. Several 
things about this performance stood out 
to me, most notably Doug’s reliance on 
effects that were quite well-known to 
magicians (one of them was the classic 
Chicago Opener or Red Hot Momma ef-
fect, followed by Roy Walton’s Card Warp.) 
During the performance of these classics, 
he constantly looked back and forth at 
each of his participants at each magical 
occurrence with a wide-eyed expression 
that tacitly said, “Did you see that? Wasn’t 
that incredible?” It was almost as if, while 
watching this magical occurrence, he 
didn’t trust his own eyes and was asking 
for verification from the spectators that 
they saw the same crazy, impossible thing 
he did. 

Now, while Doug’s incessantly cheer-
ful, hippy-dippy persona may seem a bit 
anachronistic now, few could argue that his 
enthusiasm for his magic and his ability to 
make others share his sense of wonder was 
what made Doug Henning so effective as 
a performer. His passion for magic was ir-
resistibly infectious and you could tell that 
his joy came from not simply performing 
magic but in doing everything he could to 
see the magic himself through the eyes of 
his audiences. 

Coming back to our relationship model, it’s 
been said about familiarity and the effect 
it has on our dealings with others that the 
more time we spend with anyone or any-
thing, the more familiar it becomes and the 
more familiar it becomes, the less excited 
about it we become. I believe the key to 
defeating this is to, first, make a concerted 
effort to fall in love with your material all 
over again. In other words, take the time 
to rediscover what it was about a piece of 
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magic that made you want to perform it 
in the first place. Something spoke to you 
the first time you found this particular trick 
in a book or saw it performed on a video 
and that’s what you absolutely will need to 
rediscover to infuse it with the enthusiasm 
you once had for it. 

Try to keep in mind that we are showing 
our audiences wondrous and patently 
impossible things. Reliving this wonder 
with each new audience is key to stripping 
away the dull finish that oft-performed ef-
fects tend to develop. I liken it to a favorite 
film. It’s always a treat to re-watch a movie 
that’s near and dear but the real pleasure 
comes in watching it again with someone 
else who has never seen it. That movie was 
special to you for whatever reason and it’s 
a joy to share it with someone. When it’s 
over and they like it, too, there’s nothing 
quite like exchanging that glance that says, 
“I know…right?” 

Doug Henning, later in that same segment, 
performed a linking card routine and dur-
ing this piece, he looked at Bruce Jenner 
and referred to what he was doing as “a 
miracle you’ll remember as long as you 
live.” The next time you perform, see if you 
can bring that kind of enthusiasm back to 
even your most familiar effects. Rediscover 

what you loved about those tricks in the 
first place and communicate that to your 
audiences. I’m willing to bet you’ll see 
a most positive difference in their reac-
tions to your magic and you, in turn, will 
hopefully get back in touch with why you 
wanted to perform magic in the first place. 

R O B I N S O N  W I Z A R D ’ S

 MAGIC ENCYCLOPEDIA

Jim Sisti has been performing magic for over 
30 years and his career has taken him from 
local nightspots, trade shows, amusement 
parks and restaurants to the off-Broadway 
stage. Following a 12-year career as a 
popular Connecticut radio personality, he 
turned to magic full time and now, his client 
list boasts numerous Fortune 500 companies 
and even a celebrity or two, including actor 
Richard Dreyfuss.

Jim’s articles, columns and effects have 
appeared in MAGIC, Genii, MUM, and 
Apocalypse. The Magic Menu, the periodical 
he created specifically for restaurant and 
bar magicians, was published for a very 
respectable eleven years and even now, the 
large hardbound compilations continue to 
be best sellers and are a continual source of 
reference and inspiration to close-up workers 
worldwide.

Jim also works as a freelance copywriter for 
L&L Publishing and is responsible for writing 
a good percentage of the advertising, DVD, 
and book jacket copy for the company. Also, 
over the last decade, Jim has edited and pub-
lished Richard Osterlind’s best-selling books 
and appeared with Richard in a number 
of enormously popular instructional DVDs 
iIn addition to appearing in them, he also 
directed Richard’s last four independently-
produced DVD projects, and many more.
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magic that made you want to perform it 
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Having written quite a few articles about contemporary magicians, I have 
discovered that there is generally a fairly similar path taking a magician from 
receiving that first magic set at age eleven to where they are at the actual mo-

ment you write the story. I am excited to share the details of Kyle and Mistie Knight’s 
success because while there are various similarities to their contemporaries, it is the 
subtleties and clear-sighted variations that set this powerful magical dyadic in the 
very top league of the contemporary magic scene. 

We will begin the journey with a teenage Kyle growing up in Wisconsin performing 
close-up magic in local restaurants and building his own illusions and then perform-
ing them in shows at his high school. Knight went on to obtain a degree in video and 
television, which eventually resulted in him being hired by Brett Daniels to produce 
Brett’s video demos. Pretty soon Kyle was on the road with Daniels and continued 
working with him on stage shows and tours for a number of years. This must have 
been a great place to start your real-world learning curve.

After Knight had earned his stripes working with Brett Daniels he did what most 
other red blooded magicians would do; he packed up his props and moved to Las Ve-
gas--the mecca of magic. When he arrived in the Neon City, Kyle continued refining 
his natural talents making magic props and illusions when he started to work for Bill 
Smith’s Magic Ventures.  Kyle certainly didn’t ignore his performing skills during this 
period and was a regular headliner at the Magic Castle in Hollywood, Magicopolis in 
Santa Monica, Wizards Magic Theatre in Studio City, and the Magic Island in Houston. 
He quickly became as adept at both building an illusion and performing it.

By 2002 Kyle was performing on cruise ships and in a storyline that sounds right out 
of a classic Love Boat episode, his life changed dramatically during a cruise for Royal 
Caribbean Cruise Lines. Traveling on board the ship was Mistie, a smart and drop 
dead gorgeous young lady from Mississippi who was cruising with some friends. 
Sparks flew, romance was in the air, and the next phase of both their lives was put 
into motion. Of course in a television show everything would have come together in 
an hour, however in real-life, Kyle and Mistie stayed in touch for seven months before 
Mistie followed her heart and joined Kyle in Las Vegas.

Shortly after Mistie arrived in Vegas, Kyle’s agent phoned him with an offer of a three-
week gig on Norwegian Cruise Line. While it had never been a life goal (or even a 
passing thought) in Mistie’s mind to become a magician’s assistant, they decided to 
give it a shot on this gig. It was a success from the first, Mistie was a natural, and the 

Kyle & Mistie Knight:

The Evolution Of 
A Magic Show
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three-week engagement was extended to three months. 
A new magical partnership was formed and the duo 
started out on the path to creating a new show based on 
their combined talents.

From 2003-2006 Kyle and Mistie performed full-scale illu-
sion shows for six-month engagements on various cruise 
ships. In these early years the show was heavy on illusions 
and choreography but contained little of the humor and 
dialogue that was to set their performance apart in the 
years ahead. In particular, Mistie’s role was largely that of 
an old school and traditional assistant and conspicuously 
absent was the vibrant equal partnership that came to 
define their personal and professional stage persona. 
However, this was all about to change.

Performing only one night a week on each cruise, the 
Knights had plenty of spare time to fill onboard those 
luxury liners. The couple created a successful afternoon 
magic seminar where they taught magic and sold an 
instructional video. Gradually this seminar morphed 
into a full scale Magic Matinee that allowed them to 
begin performing newer and smaller scale magic in the 
300-seat lounge in which they were presented. After 
each performance during the back of the room “pitch 
and meet and greet” they developed a written survey to 
get both positive and negative feedback on audience 
preferences about their performances. As is so often the 
case, they were amazed to discover that routines that 
were their personal favorites often meant way less to lay 
audiences, and sometimes quite the reverse was the case. 
It was careful attention to this accumulated data that was 
at the heart of the changes that blossomed in their show.  

The couple then began to fashion a show that relied less 
on choreography and large illusions but had more em-
phasis on speaking than dancing. During this time frame 
they also began to utilize video screens to add sleight of 
hand to their magical blend. All these changes proved 
to be a major step towards creating a dynamic new 
performing style. When I asked Kyle and Mistie who were 
their major influences during this time they responded, 
“David Copperfield for his unerring ability to combine 
story and effect, Penn & Teller for their irrelevance, and 
Mark Kalin and Jinger for their ability to accurately por-
tray a true male/female partnership at the heart of their 
show.” In 2006 Mistie won the title of Miss Las Vegas in the 
Miss America Organization, also winning overall talent 
with her classical piano performance. She credits this ex-
perience with adding to her skills in communication and 
the public speaking that was by now becoming a major 
part of the new show.

In 2009 another cornerstone of the show slipped into 
place. Says Mistie, “We added one of our signature pieces 
to the show, the wooden puzzle illusion we call ‘Nothing’s 
Impossible’ where I tell the story of how we overcame 
the odds throughout each of our journeys to success 
and eventually came to be together as partners onstage 
and off.” The following year this onstage storyline had a 
real-life kicker when Kyle and Mistie married in Las Vegas. 
Then it was back to cruise shows and adapting to the 
ever-changing demands of working on the high seas. 
Unexpectedly faced with an almost 100% Spanish speak-
ing audience, Mistie buckled down and quickly learned 
enough of the language to successfully present the show. 
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shows on the cruise we flew home to 
Vegas, filmed the show with our backup 
set of illusions, and flew right back to 
the Disney Wonder for more shows that 
same night!” Later that year Kyle & Mistie 
continued the expansion of their work 
venues by performing their full 75-min-
ute show in a major Las Vegas Casino and 
also spending four months headlining at 
Franz Harary’s House of Magic in Macau, 
China.

By now Kyle & Mistie had truly mastered 
grand illusion and smaller audience 
participation magic and they were prov-
ing it in major shows around the world 
from “The Carnival of Magic” in Tennes-
see to special events in Cairo. Along the 
way Mistie surprised a lot of magicians 
by winning the magic trivia game at the 
2016 “Magic Live;” her knowledge of 
magic left some gentlemen shocked in 
the room that day! Later that year the 
team was booked for a corporate ban-
quet show in Las Vegas. Mistie says, “The 
day before our performance, we found 

out that there would be no stage and they 
requested that we perform table-hopping 
close-up magic instead. Kyle had worked 
doing restaurant magic as a teen so he 
pulled out some of his old routines and we 
reworked some of our existing routines 
and the walk around show was a success, 
with both of us performing the magic 
together.” Says Kyle, “It’s kind of funny to 
think how this is the circle of a magician’s 
career. You start with card tricks, you get as 
big as you can, and then you end up going 
back to card tricks.” After 50 years in magic, 
I can only add that I agree wholeheartedly 
with this statement.

2017 saw Kyle and Mistie Knight continue 
their winning ways touring Southern 
California with the iconic “It’s Magic!” show 
and performing in major showrooms and 
festivals across the country. While still 
performing on plenty of cruises they are 
becoming strong draws and performers in 
many other entertainment spheres. With 
the drive and talent that are combined in 
this dynamic duo, the sky looks to be the 

limit for their professional destination. They 
have made the primal realization that it is 
not just props that define a show but that it 
is the personality and focus of the perform-
ers that primarily drives true progress. They 
are now performing ‘fly on” shows on cruise 
ships, with minimal luggage, (at least by 
their standards!), and are getting reactions 
that rival or even supersede the achieve-
ment of their supersized show. This to me 
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shows a very real and profound evolution 
in performing skill, never to lose a skill but 
to gain and polish other facets of the same 
talent.

Later this year Kyle & Mistie’s mini-illusion 
show can be enjoyed by magicians at the 
IBM Convention in Grand Rapids, and also 
the TAOM convention in Houston. Later 
in the summer on August 12, they will be 
presenting their full show “Elegant Decep-
tion: Kyle & Mistie Knight” at the “Suncoast 
Casino and Hotel” in Las Vegas. If you can’t 
catch them in person at the very least visit 
http://www.knightmagic.com and look 
at some of the extensive video footage of 
their work. This is one young couple that 
really gets it right and represents magic to 
the lay public in a way that can make every 
magician proud.

I was delighted to write this article. I have 
worked many times on cruise ships with 
cruise experience stretched back over 48 
years. I have worked all the same lines that 
Kyle and Mistie have, and as their show 
was developing, long before I got to meet 
them in person, I repeatedly heard their 
names cropping up in the most favor-
able way. Cruise directors, production 
managers, cast members and audience 
members alike had nothing but the most 
complimentary things to say about both 
them and their show. This is not only the 
way that individuals become elevated and 
acclaimed in our profession; it is also what 
raises the standing of our entire art form in 
the entertainment world.

After I completed the interview for this 
article Mistie said, “We didn’t make it sound 
too serious or all business did we? It is 
still really fun and centers on our personal 
relationship. Before every show as a kind 
of ritual, I pinch Kyle’s rear before we go 
onstage!” I loved that. It is just one of the 
tiny hidden personal details that are appar-
ent in the interplay that is the fabric from 
which this dyadic turn strong magic into 
a fully realized and universally appealing 
show. I have no doubt this talented and 
creative team will continue evolving, sur-
prising and delighting audiences for many 
years to come.
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Awards of Merit:
Denis Behr
Randy Sinnott
Wayne Dobson
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Red carpet or at the after party: Taylor Wong
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WE SHIP WORLDWIDE AT VERY REASONABLE RATES

KING OF MAGIC
Japan's LArgest worldwide distributing Magic Shop

Dealer Info

h t t p : / / w w w . k i n g o f m a g i c . n e t

King of Magic is distributing magic items worldwide from Japan. 

We are on the top of the list for distributing our own original products in Japan.  

We have our own producting factory. King of Magic will continue creating and distributing new magic.

If you have any questions please contact us at:   

shawn@kingofmagic.net  (Native English Speaker)
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MAGIC REVIEWS

MAGIC REVIEWS

PAUL ROMHANY & FRIENDS

If you would like to have your product reviewed 
in Vanish, then post it to the Magic Review team.

With an audience of over 100,000 readers your 
product will reach a wider audience than any 
other trade magazine. 

NOTE: We get sent A LOT of magic to review and 
ONLY CHOOSE the products we feel deserve the 
space. Not ALL products will make the review 
column.

Vanish Magazine- Trick Review
PLEASE NOTE: We are based out of BC Canada. 
Contact us to get the shipping address.
editor@vanishmagazine.com

TO ADVERTISE IN VANISH
To place an advert contact the editor for a list of 
price options.  Look at the various advertising 
sizes in this issue and choose the one that best 
suits your needs.

For more information e-mail at:
editor@vanishmagazine.com

Based upon top selling products 
from magic retailers and 
wholesalers, as well as consulting 
with over a dozen professional 
magicians, Paul Romhany reviews 
tricks, DVDs, books and Apps.

M A G I C 
REVIEWS

PRICE: $29.95
AVAILABLE: All magic dealers
WHOLESALE: www.murphysmagic.com

Review by Nick Lewin

Let’s be honest, you can’t really go wrong with a visual piece of 
magic involving a Sharpie pen; Sharpies are carried around by 
even more magicians than close-up workers who have a deck of 
bicycles in their back pockets. These pens are more ubiquitous in 
magic than pizza delivery boys in porn movies! Ulti-Sharpie uses 
a genuine Sharpie and allows the magician to slip in a couple of 
faked pens to create a highly visual piece of magical eye candy.  It 
is like a cutlery bending routine but eliminates the need to carry 
around a pocket full of spoons/forks that make it look like you 
have been pilfering from your local coffee shop.

The effect is simple and easy to describe, which is always a plus 
point in any magic effect. A genuine Sharpie that been used by 
a spectator is held at the fingertips of the magician and visually 
bends into approximately a 45 degree angle. The pen is then 
passed out to spectators in its mangled condition for examina-
tion. If you read this description without realizing that a couple 
of switches are involved then you are probably too naïve to be 
allowed to order items online. However, the switches are relatively 
easy to accomplish and you are given every piece of instruction 
needed to do it in the video tutorial. Performers with especially 
small hands might have a little more trouble with the switches---so 
if your hands are Donald Trump sized you might want to beware!

What makes this routine a winner is the almost shockingly direct 
and visual manner in which the Sharpie seemingly bends at your 
fingertips. It will certainly achieve gasps from your audience and 
an effect this direct adds some nice punch to series of “card sign-
ing tricks.” The props are well made, the price is very reasonable for 
what you get, and the no frills video details a seated and standing 
handling, I actually prefer the stand up handling even if you are 
seated.  Ulti-Sharpie is a fun little effect that packs a punch for the 
close up worker. Plus it actually uses a Sharpie for something other 
than signing cards!
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EDIBLE BALLOON 
BY VICTOR VOITKO1 

PRICE: € 20.00
AVAILABLE: magic-voitko.com

"When I came up with PGBalloon, the device for the appearance of 
an inflated balloon from the mouth, firstly it was necessary to eat the 
inflated balloon. Initially, I thought it would be easy to do. I tried a lot 
of ways but I did not like any of them because none worked with a 
100% stability. So, I invented this gimmick." - Victor Voitko

Special gimmick for "eating" inflated balloons.
Classic old effect - New gimmick. 
This Gimmick allows you to ''swallow a balloon'' without putting 
any effort. 

"Eating the balloon" is almost automatic. 

Also you do not have to worry about the ''swallowing '' speed.  It is 
always the same.

The gimmicks is reusable.

MY THOUGHTS:
I used to perform the balloon eating gag years ago, but stopped 
because I didn't like the method. Victor has completely changed 
my view with his ingenious little device that makes it SO easy to 
now do this funny gag. What is really nice about this is that there 
is no more biting of the balloon as in the original method. You 
cleanly show a long balloon blown up and tied. As soon as you are 
ready you can start to 'eat' the balloon as though you are swallow-
ing it like a sword swallower. 

You receive gimmicks that are re-usable and if you lose them it's 
not expensive to replace. I've now added this back in to my act 
and so thankful for Victor to bring this to the market.  He has taken 
any of the 'danger' or awkward moments from this classic out 
and now it's all about the comedy. You don't have to worry any 
more about the balloon popping as you are setting this up during 
performance which was my big fear.

You will receive a link which shows you how to use the gimmicks 
and the great thing is you are supplied with enough so you can 
have them ready to go if you have a run of performances.  
 
I LOVE THIS!!

ULTI-SHARPIE
BY ZAMM WONG2 

http://www.VanishMagazine.com
mailto:mailto:editor@vanishmagazine.com
mailto:mailto:editor@vanishmagazine.com
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YIN AND YANG 
 BY SVEN3 

PRICE: $29.95
AVAILABLE: All magic dealers
WHOLESALE: www.murphysmagic.com

Description: 
A mammoth 84-piece set! 

Exciting multi-phase routine. Extraordinary value. A new force in 
Svengali Magic! 

Svenlopes Yin & Yang. A mysterious routine. With multiple mo-
ments of amazement. 

2 participants (perhaps partners) each randomly and freely choose 
an envelope. Yet their choices match with weird accuracy. 

And... it also matches your prediction exactly. 

Then they choose again - this time, a number - freely and random-
ly. And again, it matches your second prediction perfectly. 

Finally, you are able to influence the entire audience, for a killer 
finish - which they experience on their own mobile phones. 

A mammoth 84-piece set. Fully set up and ready to perform. 
Includes 22 bonus routines. And a PDF with handling tips. 

Epic Entertainment - Enormous Set... Enjoy... 

CONCEPT - The Svengali principle is one of the oldest forcing prin-
ciples in magic and mentalism. From beginners to experienced 
pros, almost everyone uses this principle in different forms. 

Enter Svenlopes - a pack of Svengali envelopes that now add a 
solid layer of deception and many layers of flexibility to the classic 
Svengali force. 

QUALITY - Svenlopes are precision laser-cut envelopes, manufac-
tured using an auto digital process. Top quality paper of optimal 
GSM is used for making Svenlopes. The force is along the length of 
the envelopes. The difference in alternate envelopes is totally im-
perceptible. The almost insane level of quality control allows you 
to concentrate fully on your presentation rather than on the props. 

TESTING - Svenlopes is individually hand-tested for both making 
and handling before being packed. 

PACKING - Each pack of Svenlopes goes out with 2-level packing. 
This ensures that the pack is tamper-proof and, more importantly, 

keeps the envelope corners intact and prevents getting crushed 
in transit. So, you get a fresh and crisp set of Svenlopes in pristine 
condition. 

ROUTINES - Almost all the routines for Svengali cards and Svengali 
pads/books can also be performed with Svenlopes - with an added 
layer of deception. In fact, when a spectator chooses one envelope 
out of many, she can freely handle the single envelope -- there is 
nothing apparently gimmicked about it. Not just that, the specta-
tor can freely handle the pack of Svenlopes by giving it multiple 
complete cuts and then choosing the top envelope anytime. 

1. SVENLOPES FOR SVENGALI WITH OBJECTS - A BIG advantage of 
using a pack of Svenlopes is that your FIELD OF PLAY extends FAR 
BEYOND just playing cards or Svengali force pads. With Svenlopes 
you can start using ACTUAL OBJECTS like poker chips, coins, keys, 
billets, photos of movie stars or music icons or wanted criminals, 
mini greeting cards, stamps, Lotto tickets, travel tickets, tarot cards, 
symbol cards, alphabet cards, picture cards, mini movie posters, 
number cards, business cards, ID cards, etc.... the applications are 
actually UNLIMITED... use your imagination! And the beauty is that 
NONE of the OBJECTS need to be gimmicked because the Sven-
lopes pack takes care of that. 

2. SVENLOPES - ONE PACK. MULTIPLE ROUTINES - A bigger advan-
tage of using a pack of Svenlopes is that UNLIKE Svengali playing 
cards or Svengali force pads, you DO NOT have to consume a 
different pack for each different routine. Just one single Svenlopes 
pack can be used for multiple routines with multiple objects. 
Simply take out the previous objects and replace with whatever 
new objects you'd like to use in your routine. So, no RECURRING 
expense for a long time. 

3. SVENLOPES ELEVATE THE SVENGALI PRINCIPLE BY MANY 
NOTCHES - The biggest advantage of using a pack of Svenlopes 
is that YOUR Svengali magic will achieve greater wonder by your 
audiences.  Svenlopes is a great deceptive and flexible tool, which 
the Svengali principle deserves. Our new Svenlopes Yin & Yang will 
help you produce audience reactions that you will enjoy.

MY THOUGHTS:
This is a novel idea using the Svengali principle style envelopes. 
The envelopes are the same quality that you can buy separately 
just as svenenvelopes but this has been packaged as a routine. In 
addition to the envelopes (40 poker size envelopes) you get some 
additional items such as the Yin and Yang pictures and other mys-
tic symbols. Half the envelopes are yellow and the other half are 
black. You also get some PDF files you can download with various 
routines using this principle. If you like ‘mystic’ themed routines 
then you will enjoy this because it will give you the chance to talk 
about Yin and Yang, prophecy’s etc. and has several predictions. 
The PDF describes this as a parlour style routine which is what it is 
suited for, or I guess if you are doing a formal style close-up show 
it would also be suitable. This routine isn’t suited for everybody 
but will appeal to those who like a trick that has some kind of 
theme to it. If you are familiar with the Svenevelopes then you’ll 
know how good the envelopes are. They are well produced and 
have lots of options for a variety of routines. Personally I wouldn’t 
use this routine because it doesn’t suit my style, but there are 
many out there who this would appeal to. If you like the mystic 
and mystery then I think you’ll enjoy this routine. 
I do like the envelopes and have other uses for them.
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REAL DECK SWITCH 
BY BEN EARL4 

PRICE: $35.00
AVAILABLE: All magic shops
WHOLESALE: www.murphysmagic.com

Ever thought deck switches were difficult? Soon you'll be treat-
ing the deck switch like just another sleight thanks to Real Deck 
Switches! 

Ben Earl has long been a master card man and prolific inventor. 
Now he has turned his attention to the venerable deck switch, 
updating it for multiple environments. Thanks to his expert 
instruction and considerable skill, you'll soon be comfortable with 
switching decks under any conditions. Check out the trailer for 
examples. These switches look impossible, but they are not! They 
are well within the reach of any intermediate card magician. 

You'll get: 

- 25 brand-new deck switches, most unpublished before now! 
- In the hands and on the table 
- Deck switches for all environments taught 
- Shot on location in Las Vegas 
- Visual deck switches and covert deck switches 

Just think of the possibilities of switching from a shuffled deck to 
a memorized deck right under their noses! Real Deck Switches is 
ready to make the impossible possible and turn deck switches into 
a powerful new secret weapon for you. Order yours today!

MY THOUGHTS:
This is a gold mine of information. Over and hour and fifteen 
minutes of information that is required viewing for all card magi-
cians. A deck switch is one of the most powerful tools a magician 
could use. The material on here was a real eye-opener for me and 
will require a lot of thought on when and where you do your deck 
switch. Even when you know how it’s done you still can’t see it - 
which shows just how good Ben is and how much thought has 
gone in to making the switch look natural. The secret to a good 
deck switch is about timing and flow so it will require a lot of 
work to make it natural.  There is a real mixture of deck switches 
with some happening right under their eyes  such as the Cutting 
switch. Others are done under the guise of picking something up 
from under a table such as a phone, card box, etc. This is a very 

natural looking move and you would never suspect a deck switch. 
Others are used for putting something on the table away, such as 
a card box. One of my favourites is the Screened Deck Box Switch. 
It really does look like you are simply putting a deck away and 
the cards are in view the entire time. It’s one of the simpler ones 
but like all others relies on timing and movement. The Pick-Up 
Switches all happen in one move and the cards are in view the 
entire time. What is great about this DVD is that you can choose 
which switch is best for you at a particular moment so you have 
over 25 to choose from depending on your environment and how 
you have placed it in your show. 

The majority of deck switches taught are done while seated at a 
table, however the two standing switches taught are what most 
people I imagine would use. And if you ONLY got two switches 
from this DVD these are ones I think most would use as most 
close-up is done walk-around. Like the seated switches these will 
fly by your audience and they’ll never suspect a deck switch. These 
are the ones I studied and now have added to my repertoire. As 
somebody who finishes my walk-around set with Omni Deck I’ve 
always wanted to learn a really great deck switch  and both of 
these are perfect. The secret of this type of switch is for them to 
forget you went near your pockets. My all time favourite though is 
the very last one taught which you can perform standing up and 
wearing jeans and a T-shirt. It’s so natural and so clever that is will 
fly by everybody. 

For ANYBODY who performs with cards I would suggest you do 
purchase this DVD. It contains every type of switch possible and 
depending on your performing environment you’ll have so many 
choices.

WHERE: Sitting or standing up
WHO: Intermediate however beginners will learn a lot from this.

http://www.VanishMagazine.com
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actually UNLIMITED... use your imagination! And the beauty is that 
NONE of the OBJECTS need to be gimmicked because the Sven-
lopes pack takes care of that. 

2. SVENLOPES - ONE PACK. MULTIPLE ROUTINES - A bigger advan-
tage of using a pack of Svenlopes is that UNLIKE Svengali playing 
cards or Svengali force pads, you DO NOT have to consume a 
different pack for each different routine. Just one single Svenlopes 
pack can be used for multiple routines with multiple objects. 
Simply take out the previous objects and replace with whatever 
new objects you'd like to use in your routine. So, no RECURRING 
expense for a long time. 

3. SVENLOPES ELEVATE THE SVENGALI PRINCIPLE BY MANY 
NOTCHES - The biggest advantage of using a pack of Svenlopes 
is that YOUR Svengali magic will achieve greater wonder by your 
audiences.  Svenlopes is a great deceptive and flexible tool, which 
the Svengali principle deserves. Our new Svenlopes Yin & Yang will 
help you produce audience reactions that you will enjoy.

MY THOUGHTS:
This is a novel idea using the Svengali principle style envelopes. 
The envelopes are the same quality that you can buy separately 
just as svenenvelopes but this has been packaged as a routine. In 
addition to the envelopes (40 poker size envelopes) you get some 
additional items such as the Yin and Yang pictures and other mys-
tic symbols. Half the envelopes are yellow and the other half are 
black. You also get some PDF files you can download with various 
routines using this principle. If you like ‘mystic’ themed routines 
then you will enjoy this because it will give you the chance to talk 
about Yin and Yang, prophecy’s etc. and has several predictions. 
The PDF describes this as a parlour style routine which is what it is 
suited for, or I guess if you are doing a formal style close-up show 
it would also be suitable. This routine isn’t suited for everybody 
but will appeal to those who like a trick that has some kind of 
theme to it. If you are familiar with the Svenevelopes then you’ll 
know how good the envelopes are. They are well produced and 
have lots of options for a variety of routines. Personally I wouldn’t 
use this routine because it doesn’t suit my style, but there are 
many out there who this would appeal to. If you like the mystic 
and mystery then I think you’ll enjoy this routine. 
I do like the envelopes and have other uses for them.
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REAL DECK SWITCH 
BY BEN EARL4 

PRICE: $35.00
AVAILABLE: All magic shops
WHOLESALE: www.murphysmagic.com

Ever thought deck switches were difficult? Soon you'll be treat-
ing the deck switch like just another sleight thanks to Real Deck 
Switches! 

Ben Earl has long been a master card man and prolific inventor. 
Now he has turned his attention to the venerable deck switch, 
updating it for multiple environments. Thanks to his expert 
instruction and considerable skill, you'll soon be comfortable with 
switching decks under any conditions. Check out the trailer for 
examples. These switches look impossible, but they are not! They 
are well within the reach of any intermediate card magician. 

You'll get: 

- 25 brand-new deck switches, most unpublished before now! 
- In the hands and on the table 
- Deck switches for all environments taught 
- Shot on location in Las Vegas 
- Visual deck switches and covert deck switches 

Just think of the possibilities of switching from a shuffled deck to 
a memorized deck right under their noses! Real Deck Switches is 
ready to make the impossible possible and turn deck switches into 
a powerful new secret weapon for you. Order yours today!

MY THOUGHTS:
This is a gold mine of information. Over and hour and fifteen 
minutes of information that is required viewing for all card magi-
cians. A deck switch is one of the most powerful tools a magician 
could use. The material on here was a real eye-opener for me and 
will require a lot of thought on when and where you do your deck 
switch. Even when you know how it’s done you still can’t see it - 
which shows just how good Ben is and how much thought has 
gone in to making the switch look natural. The secret to a good 
deck switch is about timing and flow so it will require a lot of 
work to make it natural.  There is a real mixture of deck switches 
with some happening right under their eyes  such as the Cutting 
switch. Others are done under the guise of picking something up 
from under a table such as a phone, card box, etc. This is a very 

natural looking move and you would never suspect a deck switch. 
Others are used for putting something on the table away, such as 
a card box. One of my favourites is the Screened Deck Box Switch. 
It really does look like you are simply putting a deck away and 
the cards are in view the entire time. It’s one of the simpler ones 
but like all others relies on timing and movement. The Pick-Up 
Switches all happen in one move and the cards are in view the 
entire time. What is great about this DVD is that you can choose 
which switch is best for you at a particular moment so you have 
over 25 to choose from depending on your environment and how 
you have placed it in your show. 

The majority of deck switches taught are done while seated at a 
table, however the two standing switches taught are what most 
people I imagine would use. And if you ONLY got two switches 
from this DVD these are ones I think most would use as most 
close-up is done walk-around. Like the seated switches these will 
fly by your audience and they’ll never suspect a deck switch. These 
are the ones I studied and now have added to my repertoire. As 
somebody who finishes my walk-around set with Omni Deck I’ve 
always wanted to learn a really great deck switch  and both of 
these are perfect. The secret of this type of switch is for them to 
forget you went near your pockets. My all time favourite though is 
the very last one taught which you can perform standing up and 
wearing jeans and a T-shirt. It’s so natural and so clever that is will 
fly by everybody. 

For ANYBODY who performs with cards I would suggest you do 
purchase this DVD. It contains every type of switch possible and 
depending on your performing environment you’ll have so many 
choices.

WHERE: Sitting or standing up
WHO: Intermediate however beginners will learn a lot from this.

http://www.VanishMagazine.com
http://www.murphysmagic.com
http://www.murphysmagic.com
http://www.VanishMagazine.com
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TtHGqhe9kCM
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REAL ACE CUTTING 
BY BEN EARLE 5 

PRICE: $35.00
AVAILABLE: All magic dealers
WHOLESALE: www.murphysmagic.com

Card lovers rejoice! Ben Earl's definitive treatise on legitimately 
cutting to the Aces is finally here. With a running time of over two 
hours, this DVD will show you: 

How to find four Aces from a spectator-shuffled deck 

Numerous new false shuffles 

A dozen controls and control finesses 

Single and multiple Ace-cutting sequences 

A system to produce Aces that feels like the real thing 

Benjamin Earl is widely regarded as one of the finest exponents 
of sleight-of-hand in the world. He guarded his material closely 
for more than a decade, and has just begun sharing his incredible 
discoveries with magicians. 

Real Ace Cutting is a new system--an outlook--on how to find four 
Aces from a shuffled deck. Ben realized that if you were to actually 
cut four Aces from a deck, it wouldn't look like a routine, "pat" with 
productions that seemed cozy and pre-planned. Instead, it would 
appear as if you were improvising, using every advantage, and 
dealing with whatever the order of the cards presented. This is, in 
fact, exactly what you will do with Real Ace Cutting. 

Ben takes you through how to take any shuffled deck and locate 
the four Aces. He will share with you controls, dodges, and subtle-
ties on how to maintain control over four Aces, and produce them 
in ways that seem completely fresh and organic. 

When you master the contents of this revolutionary new collec-
tion, you'll never produce four Aces in the same way. Even when 
your audience views you doing this multiple times, it will always 
look different and feel quite different. But every time, it will feel 
real. 

THE MEMORY ARTS 
BY SARAH AND 
DAVID TRUSTMAN

6 

PRICE: $50
AVAILABLE: All magic dealers
WHOLESALE: www.murphysmagic.com

Finally learn the Memorized Deck work you were afraid to try! 

Vanishing Inc.'s new book shows you how to memorize any deck in 

MY THOUGHTS:
Ben Earl is a the real deal when it comes to card magic and has 
become one of my favourite card magicians. He has obviously 
given a lot of thought to his work and makes everything look so 
easy and natural.  His techniques are of the highest level and in 
this ace-cutting DVD he teaches methods on how to find the four 
cards from a shuffled deck. Everything is explained in great detail, 
and there is far more information on here than just locating four 
aces. For the card magician you will get some great insights that 
you can use in card magic in general. The secret to a lot of Ben’s 
work here is to make everything look casual and it gives the ap-
pearance that if you were going to find the four aces for real this 
is what it would look like. There is a lot of work needed to get it 
looking as good as Ben but intermediate skilled card magicians 
this shouldn’t take too long. I think the more you work on this the 
better you’ll get. Doing this routine is about setting up the mo-
ment and creating atmosphere of freedom of play so everything 
looks natural. You will learn various shuffles and revelations to 
produce the aces. Don’t underestimate the power of the simple 
revelations because they are extremely deceptive. This really is a 
gold mine of material - if you want to learn the very best four-ace 
cutting routine this is it - it’s as close to anything you’ll get if you 
could do it for real! 

WHERE: In the hands or at a table
WHO: Intermediate card workers
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HOW TO MAKE 
LOVE THE STEVE 
SPILL WAY BY STEVE 
SPILL

7 

notes in our phones and digital diaries. I want to go through this 
book with my son because I believe it’s one of the most important 
things we have as human beings. They should be teaching this in 
school and I would certainly be using this book as the text book 
on the subject.  

From a magicians point of view I thing the ‘memory act’ could very 
well be the ‘next rubiks’ cube phase of magic, and I would certainly 
hope so. For magicians who put the time in to learning a new 
sleight or how to solve a cube in minutes I feel being able to do a 
memory act will blow people’s minds. There is far more to this than 
just memorising things, you could go on to share how you did it 
and there are other avenues yet explored with this.

This is, without a doubt one of the most important books in magic 
….. EVER!! 

less than an hour! 

No prior memorization is necessary! 

The Memory Arts is Vanishing Inc.'s most beautiful book to date. 
Full-color, with pictures on every page, this book details the sim-
ple, secret formula that will allow you to remember things better 
-- and not just in magic. This system, based on all the great pillars 
of mnemonics, was developed by husband-and-wife super team, 
Sarah and David Trustman. If you thought you had a bad memory, 
Sarah and David will show you otherwise! 

They brought the house down at the Magi-Fest 2018, when they 
showed the audience how to EASILY remember half of a memo-
rized deck (Tamariz Stack) in FIFTEEN MINUTES. 

They can do the same for you. And the best part is that once you 
read the book and incorporate their system, you'll be able to 
remember ALL SORTS OF THINGS. Not just the Aronson or Tamariz 
Stack, but other things from your life: phone numbers, to-do lists, 
your children's names. Andi is using the system and can now 
remember his son's name at least half the time. Success! 

The book itself is worthy of any coffee table. It's full of original art 
that will help you associate each card or line item with a pic-
ture. And the book SPECIFICALLY tackles how to memorize both 
Aronson and Tamariz, and for those of you feeling ambitious, it's 
actually quite easy to memorize BOTH stacks, and switch between 
them. The Memory Arts shows you how with a breezy, fun, humor-
ous writing style. The Trustmans have received RAVES about their 
system, and now it's finally in one place. There is a reason why 
eight-time World Memory Champion, Dominic O'Brien, jumped at 
the chance to write the forward for this book! 

If you've purchased their eBooks before, you know how helpful 
they are for memorizing decks and other information. This is the 
DEFINITIVE collection of their work. 

MY THOUGHTS:
The first thing you will notice when you get this books is how 
amazing the quality is. This has to be one of the best produced 
books I’ve ever seen from any magic company. Vanishing Inc. has 
gone to great lengths to bring an outstanding quality book to 
the magic fraternity. Over 325 pages this is ONE BIG BOOK. The 
artwork alone makes this a fantastic coffee table book, although 
it’s far more than that. As somebody who has always been scared 
of memory work I have to say that Sarah and David have done an 
INCREDIBLE job sharing their knowledge and putting together 
a structure that makes memory work so much easier. It will 
take some work but this book takes you step-by-step through a 
system that will teach you how to improve your memory and use 
it not only in magic but also in everyday life. It is filled with great 
examples and for magicians who want to learn the Aronson or 
Mnemonica Stack this should be where you start as they teach 
you a system for that. What is super impressive though is learning 
how to memorise several decks of cards very quickly. There are 
other examples taught such as memorising phone numbers and 
shopping lists. Once mastered you then get in to the real meat of 
the book, advanced memory structure and mapping. I took the 
plunge and have started to work on the easy stuff first and it’s 
amazing how quickly you can do this. What I really liked about 
this book was that they made it fun to do. The way they write 
combined with the artwork makes it so much fun to actually do 
this. I agree when they say that the study of the art of memory 
elicits the greatest hesitation because, in effect, the student is 
relearning how to learn.  Being able to use your memory seems 
to be something we are losing as we move more towards keeping 

Price $95
To purchase go to http://magicopolis.com/magicians-only/

REVIEWED BY NICK LEWIN

Let me begin by openly stating that I am a big fan of Steve Spill. He 
is a great technical magician who never lets that factor get in the 
way of constructing a highly commercial and funny routine. Steve 
has had a highly individual path in the magic world, if you want 
to take a trip along the journey with him I highly recommend his 
previous book “I Lie For A Living.”

It is part of the integral quirkiness of Spill that he gave his new 
book the title he did. Steve breaks down the contents into three 
sections Foreplay, Seduction and Post Coitus, but don’t worry it is 
totally PG rated. It should however cause you to realize that Steve 

http://www.VanishMagazine.com
http://www.murphysmagic.com
http://www.murphysmagic.com
http://www.murphysmagic.com
http://www.murphysmagic.com
http://www.VanishMagazine.com
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Pjrl6CDKzoc
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nm5TA6tHYBs
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REAL ACE CUTTING 
BY BEN EARLE 5 

PRICE: $35.00
AVAILABLE: All magic dealers
WHOLESALE: www.murphysmagic.com

Card lovers rejoice! Ben Earl's definitive treatise on legitimately 
cutting to the Aces is finally here. With a running time of over two 
hours, this DVD will show you: 

How to find four Aces from a spectator-shuffled deck 

Numerous new false shuffles 

A dozen controls and control finesses 

Single and multiple Ace-cutting sequences 

A system to produce Aces that feels like the real thing 

Benjamin Earl is widely regarded as one of the finest exponents 
of sleight-of-hand in the world. He guarded his material closely 
for more than a decade, and has just begun sharing his incredible 
discoveries with magicians. 

Real Ace Cutting is a new system--an outlook--on how to find four 
Aces from a shuffled deck. Ben realized that if you were to actually 
cut four Aces from a deck, it wouldn't look like a routine, "pat" with 
productions that seemed cozy and pre-planned. Instead, it would 
appear as if you were improvising, using every advantage, and 
dealing with whatever the order of the cards presented. This is, in 
fact, exactly what you will do with Real Ace Cutting. 

Ben takes you through how to take any shuffled deck and locate 
the four Aces. He will share with you controls, dodges, and subtle-
ties on how to maintain control over four Aces, and produce them 
in ways that seem completely fresh and organic. 

When you master the contents of this revolutionary new collec-
tion, you'll never produce four Aces in the same way. Even when 
your audience views you doing this multiple times, it will always 
look different and feel quite different. But every time, it will feel 
real. 

THE MEMORY ARTS 
BY SARAH AND 
DAVID TRUSTMAN

6 

PRICE: $50
AVAILABLE: All magic dealers
WHOLESALE: www.murphysmagic.com

Finally learn the Memorized Deck work you were afraid to try! 

Vanishing Inc.'s new book shows you how to memorize any deck in 

MY THOUGHTS:
Ben Earl is a the real deal when it comes to card magic and has 
become one of my favourite card magicians. He has obviously 
given a lot of thought to his work and makes everything look so 
easy and natural.  His techniques are of the highest level and in 
this ace-cutting DVD he teaches methods on how to find the four 
cards from a shuffled deck. Everything is explained in great detail, 
and there is far more information on here than just locating four 
aces. For the card magician you will get some great insights that 
you can use in card magic in general. The secret to a lot of Ben’s 
work here is to make everything look casual and it gives the ap-
pearance that if you were going to find the four aces for real this 
is what it would look like. There is a lot of work needed to get it 
looking as good as Ben but intermediate skilled card magicians 
this shouldn’t take too long. I think the more you work on this the 
better you’ll get. Doing this routine is about setting up the mo-
ment and creating atmosphere of freedom of play so everything 
looks natural. You will learn various shuffles and revelations to 
produce the aces. Don’t underestimate the power of the simple 
revelations because they are extremely deceptive. This really is a 
gold mine of material - if you want to learn the very best four-ace 
cutting routine this is it - it’s as close to anything you’ll get if you 
could do it for real! 

WHERE: In the hands or at a table
WHO: Intermediate card workers
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notes in our phones and digital diaries. I want to go through this 
book with my son because I believe it’s one of the most important 
things we have as human beings. They should be teaching this in 
school and I would certainly be using this book as the text book 
on the subject.  

From a magicians point of view I thing the ‘memory act’ could very 
well be the ‘next rubiks’ cube phase of magic, and I would certainly 
hope so. For magicians who put the time in to learning a new 
sleight or how to solve a cube in minutes I feel being able to do a 
memory act will blow people’s minds. There is far more to this than 
just memorising things, you could go on to share how you did it 
and there are other avenues yet explored with this.

This is, without a doubt one of the most important books in magic 
….. EVER!! 

less than an hour! 

No prior memorization is necessary! 

The Memory Arts is Vanishing Inc.'s most beautiful book to date. 
Full-color, with pictures on every page, this book details the sim-
ple, secret formula that will allow you to remember things better 
-- and not just in magic. This system, based on all the great pillars 
of mnemonics, was developed by husband-and-wife super team, 
Sarah and David Trustman. If you thought you had a bad memory, 
Sarah and David will show you otherwise! 

They brought the house down at the Magi-Fest 2018, when they 
showed the audience how to EASILY remember half of a memo-
rized deck (Tamariz Stack) in FIFTEEN MINUTES. 

They can do the same for you. And the best part is that once you 
read the book and incorporate their system, you'll be able to 
remember ALL SORTS OF THINGS. Not just the Aronson or Tamariz 
Stack, but other things from your life: phone numbers, to-do lists, 
your children's names. Andi is using the system and can now 
remember his son's name at least half the time. Success! 

The book itself is worthy of any coffee table. It's full of original art 
that will help you associate each card or line item with a pic-
ture. And the book SPECIFICALLY tackles how to memorize both 
Aronson and Tamariz, and for those of you feeling ambitious, it's 
actually quite easy to memorize BOTH stacks, and switch between 
them. The Memory Arts shows you how with a breezy, fun, humor-
ous writing style. The Trustmans have received RAVES about their 
system, and now it's finally in one place. There is a reason why 
eight-time World Memory Champion, Dominic O'Brien, jumped at 
the chance to write the forward for this book! 

If you've purchased their eBooks before, you know how helpful 
they are for memorizing decks and other information. This is the 
DEFINITIVE collection of their work. 

MY THOUGHTS:
The first thing you will notice when you get this books is how 
amazing the quality is. This has to be one of the best produced 
books I’ve ever seen from any magic company. Vanishing Inc. has 
gone to great lengths to bring an outstanding quality book to 
the magic fraternity. Over 325 pages this is ONE BIG BOOK. The 
artwork alone makes this a fantastic coffee table book, although 
it’s far more than that. As somebody who has always been scared 
of memory work I have to say that Sarah and David have done an 
INCREDIBLE job sharing their knowledge and putting together 
a structure that makes memory work so much easier. It will 
take some work but this book takes you step-by-step through a 
system that will teach you how to improve your memory and use 
it not only in magic but also in everyday life. It is filled with great 
examples and for magicians who want to learn the Aronson or 
Mnemonica Stack this should be where you start as they teach 
you a system for that. What is super impressive though is learning 
how to memorise several decks of cards very quickly. There are 
other examples taught such as memorising phone numbers and 
shopping lists. Once mastered you then get in to the real meat of 
the book, advanced memory structure and mapping. I took the 
plunge and have started to work on the easy stuff first and it’s 
amazing how quickly you can do this. What I really liked about 
this book was that they made it fun to do. The way they write 
combined with the artwork makes it so much fun to actually do 
this. I agree when they say that the study of the art of memory 
elicits the greatest hesitation because, in effect, the student is 
relearning how to learn.  Being able to use your memory seems 
to be something we are losing as we move more towards keeping 

Price $95
To purchase go to http://magicopolis.com/magicians-only/

REVIEWED BY NICK LEWIN

Let me begin by openly stating that I am a big fan of Steve Spill. He 
is a great technical magician who never lets that factor get in the 
way of constructing a highly commercial and funny routine. Steve 
has had a highly individual path in the magic world, if you want 
to take a trip along the journey with him I highly recommend his 
previous book “I Lie For A Living.”

It is part of the integral quirkiness of Spill that he gave his new 
book the title he did. Steve breaks down the contents into three 
sections Foreplay, Seduction and Post Coitus, but don’t worry it is 
totally PG rated. It should however cause you to realize that Steve 
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doesn’t really do things the way that most magicians do, and if this 
fact worries you then you probably aren’t the correct demographic 
for his book. If, however, you are looking for strong comedy magic 
routines then this is a perfect book for you.

In 1998 Steve created his own 150 seat magic theatre in Santa 
Monica called Magicopolis. It has proven to be critical and com-
mercial success and that says a great deal about the quality of the 
magic that Steve performs on its stage.  LA celebrities and just 
regular folk (well regular by Los Angeles standards!) have been 
entertained and delighted with the magic feats that Steve delivers 
in his highly stylized manner. Now we are lucky enough that he is 
sharing ten really great routines many of which have been forged 
on that stage.

There are only a handful of books on magic that contain so many 
practical and truly commercial routines. A smart performer with 
a half way decent personality could probably take just these ten 
routines and use them as a basis for a long term and financially 
successful career in comedy magic.

In order to keep this review at a manageable length I am going to 
cut out the Foreplay and Post Coitus phases of the book, placing 
me squarely in the insensitive guy mode! They are interesting and 
fun to read, but sandwich wise they are very definitely the bread 
around the true meat of this literary event. Damn, this analogy of 
Steve’s could prove way to easy to get into. I thoroughly enjoyed 
the entire book, however those ten routines are all something very 
special. Let me give you a taste of them.

The ten routines at the heart of How To Make Love The Steve Spill 
Way are an eclectic collection of old methods turned into new 
effects and eccentric variations on magical themes. The storylines 
and effects are just not cut from the same cloth as most routines 
offered to the magic world. Some are very simple and that is their 
strength. There aren’t many ways to turn the Die Box into some-
thing new, in spite of how intrinsically strongly the Die Box plays, 
however Ding Bell Die Box is an exercise in comedy/performing 
genius.
Leaf Me Alone takes another classic and re-invents it in a delightful 
manner. A couple of McComb gifts to the magic world are turned 
inside out and upside down in Red and Blue and Things of Unique 
Beauty.

I am not going to get into great detail about the individual rou-
tines in the book that is what the book is all about. In a nutshell 
Modern Family manages to turn Soft Soap into a delightfully 
non-PC trick and Abra Cadavers endeavors to combine toe tags, 
death certificates and a Do As I Do routine into a single package. 
Like A Virgin and Frozen Pony are both strong items in the literary 
mix, but my personal choice for that inevitable “worth the price 
of the book” reviewers accolade is Coping With Eddie; which is a 
routine that makes you want to book a show that night just to give 
it a whirl.

A special mention must be made of Spill’s very unique Link-
ing Finger Ring routine Go Himber Free, which is a beautifully 
planned and reasoned treatise on this reputation making effect. 
The handling is presented with the certainty of someone who has 
performed it innumerable times. A must read routine for anyone 
looking to fully explore this wonderful effect.

Well, if this review sounds like a rave it certainly is, I love the me-
ticulous way Steve covers every detail, move and line of patter. It is 
not that you will find you are applying all these details to your own 
presentation, but they will get your mind thinking in the right way. 
If you love strong commercial magic, written by someone with a 
fine witty taste in words, stop reading this review and get on with 
ordering your own copy.

PRICE: $15.00
AVAILABLE: All magic dealers
WHOLESALE: www.murphysmagic.com

This is your chance to be part of a project that isn't just interest-
ing or visual or exciting as a magic trick, it is important. This 
DVD -- an hour-long masterclass by one of the finest teachers in 
magic, all on the Cups and Balls -- is important. 

Very, very few people get the opportunity to study with Jamy 
Ian Swiss. This DVD lets us peer into the studio and spend an 
hour with him on a topic of which he is an undisputed master: 
the Cups and Balls. The DVD features his routine (which is based 
on Dai Vernon's classic), but also highlights moments and ideas 
from other influential past masters and routines. 

Jamy's final load sequence (which includes a terrific, detailed 
discussion of liquid loads) is invaluable to the serious student, as 
is his discussion of timing, misdirection, and routine construc-
tion. The theoretical is demonstrated and shown through the 
material, and this DVD works on two levels: you learn the Cups 
and Balls along with Mr. Swiss, and on a more fundamental level, 
you get a chance to observe a master at work, discussing the 
decisions he made in this routine, and how he came to them. 

Don't miss this opportunity to spend an hour with one of the 
living greats, as he entertains, instructs, and informs you with his 
distinctive and expert handling of the Cups and Balls. He teaches 
you his full routine, from start to finish. (However, please note 
that permission to use Jamy's scripting is not provided; that is for 
your entertainment only). 

"The Cups and Balls has been a passion of mine since childhood. 
My routine, the result of more than 20 years of study and devel-
opment, and more than another 30 years of refining and perfor-
mance, is truly near and dear to my heart. Over those many years 
I have shared the details and my personal innovations with the 
tiniest handful of colleagues, like Johnny Thompson, Bob White, 
and Roberto Giobbi. Now in this video I explore each phase 
of the routine in detail, explaining where, why and how I have 
diverged from the original Dai Vernon routine from which I be-
gan. My routine begins with three empty cups and a single ball, 

which then penetrates each cup, whereupon two more balls are 
immediately magically produced in full view-accomplished with a 
series of original ideas and additions. And the routine concludes, 
after the production of four jumbo loads, with the appearance of 
an ordinary shot glass filled with liquid. From start to finish, this is 
an advanced course in the Cups & Balls, and no matter how little 
or how much you elect to utilize in your own routine, I sincerely 
believe it will provide you with a rich banquet of ideas and instruc-
tion with which to expand and enrich your own routine. I hope 
you will treat it with the same love and respect I have invested 
in it, and then discover in that effort the same satisfactions and 
rewards that this routine has so long provided to me." 
- Jamy Ian Swiss

MY THOUGHTS:
This is most definitely a masterclass in cups and balls. You will see 
a live performance followed by the hour long tutorial. The overall 
structure or routine is based on Dai Vernon’s however Jamy offers 
some updated handling techniques. His glass of liquid load is 
extremely clever and something you’ll have to make yourself but if 
you want to produce a glass of liquid this is a fantastic idea. Jamy 
works from his hip pockets rather than outer pockets so the look 
is far more natural. Jamy speeds up Vernon’s moves and takes out 
a step for the final load. There are lots of little nuances that even 
those who perform the cups and balls will want to watch and 
make adaptions  The glass steal is perfect timing and misdirection 
and will go completely unnoticed by everybody. The secret of this 
routine is choreography of timing and is important, Jamy talks 
about this on the DVD. The Cups and Balls makes a fantastic open-
ing rather than a closing. As Jamy himself suggests, if you are new 
to cups and balls be sure to study Vernon’s routine. Many routines 
today are based on Vernon’s and along with this be sure to check 
out the original. For every serious student of magic I highly sug-
gest getting this workshop on the cups and balls, even if you don’t 
perform the trick you will see how a master magician structures a 
routine and how they make changes to fit their style and working 
conditions. There is so much to take away from this product.
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doesn’t really do things the way that most magicians do, and if this 
fact worries you then you probably aren’t the correct demographic 
for his book. If, however, you are looking for strong comedy magic 
routines then this is a perfect book for you.

In 1998 Steve created his own 150 seat magic theatre in Santa 
Monica called Magicopolis. It has proven to be critical and com-
mercial success and that says a great deal about the quality of the 
magic that Steve performs on its stage.  LA celebrities and just 
regular folk (well regular by Los Angeles standards!) have been 
entertained and delighted with the magic feats that Steve delivers 
in his highly stylized manner. Now we are lucky enough that he is 
sharing ten really great routines many of which have been forged 
on that stage.

There are only a handful of books on magic that contain so many 
practical and truly commercial routines. A smart performer with 
a half way decent personality could probably take just these ten 
routines and use them as a basis for a long term and financially 
successful career in comedy magic.

In order to keep this review at a manageable length I am going to 
cut out the Foreplay and Post Coitus phases of the book, placing 
me squarely in the insensitive guy mode! They are interesting and 
fun to read, but sandwich wise they are very definitely the bread 
around the true meat of this literary event. Damn, this analogy of 
Steve’s could prove way to easy to get into. I thoroughly enjoyed 
the entire book, however those ten routines are all something very 
special. Let me give you a taste of them.

The ten routines at the heart of How To Make Love The Steve Spill 
Way are an eclectic collection of old methods turned into new 
effects and eccentric variations on magical themes. The storylines 
and effects are just not cut from the same cloth as most routines 
offered to the magic world. Some are very simple and that is their 
strength. There aren’t many ways to turn the Die Box into some-
thing new, in spite of how intrinsically strongly the Die Box plays, 
however Ding Bell Die Box is an exercise in comedy/performing 
genius.
Leaf Me Alone takes another classic and re-invents it in a delightful 
manner. A couple of McComb gifts to the magic world are turned 
inside out and upside down in Red and Blue and Things of Unique 
Beauty.

I am not going to get into great detail about the individual rou-
tines in the book that is what the book is all about. In a nutshell 
Modern Family manages to turn Soft Soap into a delightfully 
non-PC trick and Abra Cadavers endeavors to combine toe tags, 
death certificates and a Do As I Do routine into a single package. 
Like A Virgin and Frozen Pony are both strong items in the literary 
mix, but my personal choice for that inevitable “worth the price 
of the book” reviewers accolade is Coping With Eddie; which is a 
routine that makes you want to book a show that night just to give 
it a whirl.

A special mention must be made of Spill’s very unique Link-
ing Finger Ring routine Go Himber Free, which is a beautifully 
planned and reasoned treatise on this reputation making effect. 
The handling is presented with the certainty of someone who has 
performed it innumerable times. A must read routine for anyone 
looking to fully explore this wonderful effect.

Well, if this review sounds like a rave it certainly is, I love the me-
ticulous way Steve covers every detail, move and line of patter. It is 
not that you will find you are applying all these details to your own 
presentation, but they will get your mind thinking in the right way. 
If you love strong commercial magic, written by someone with a 
fine witty taste in words, stop reading this review and get on with 
ordering your own copy.

PRICE: $15.00
AVAILABLE: All magic dealers
WHOLESALE: www.murphysmagic.com
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